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Chapter 1: Introduction
In the 1980s, there was nothing to see on TV. In the 1980s, there was nothing to
do for journalists—nothing except political conferences. Television was doomed
and news was f* boring—no news was not true, no information was not timely,
no program was not excellent, no audience was not devoted, no interview was not
comprehensive, no record was not vivid, no viewpoint was not fresh, and no live
report was not successful… We have always been treated as loyal servants, today
we wanna be the master. Scram! You motherf*…

These harsh words are not part of a complaint voiced by Chinese political
dissidents, but the lyrics of a rap song performed at a New Year’s party for the staff of
China Central Television (CCTV). In an “internally-circulated video,” TV presenters,
directors, and journalists from the News Commentary Department of CCTV staged a
parody of the Cultural Revolution musical epic The East is Red. Widely disseminated on
the Internet, the video reminds people of the hysteria of bachelor parties. Netizens who
watch the notorious streamed video for the first time are often shocked by its iconoclastic
language and by the grotesque performances of well-known news presenters who are
usually seen indoctrinating the national audience with official ideologies. This video is
just one example of a phenomenon rapidly spreading through China’s cyberspace: egao,
which a western journalist termed the “Groundswell of Sarcastic Humor [that] Begins to
Undermine China’s Censors” (Simons, 2007).
Defining Egao
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What is egao? Zhou Yongming, an anthropologist studying the Internet in China,
has loosely defined egao as “malicious or reckless action” (Zhou, 2009, forthcoming).
The English-language newspaper China Daily calls it “a popular subculture that
deconstructs serious themes to entertain people with comedy effects” (Huang, 2006).
Egao pioneer Hu Ge has described egao as “a new way of telling jokes.” According to
Hu, the Chinese word “e” suggests something like the English phrase “pushing the
envelope,” while “gao” means “funny.” Thus, the name hints that egao’s humor packs a
subversive punch.
I define egao as a form of parody culture that uses the methods of pastiche and
bricolage. Egao is characterized by the appropriation and resignification of existing
cultural signs, achieved with the help of multimedia technologies, including digital image
and video editing; it is usually disseminated through the Internet. Egao can take different
forms—text, images, audio, or video. The targets of egao are unlimited, but its
practitioners usually aim their satire at fixtures of popular culture, such as Hollywood
movies, famous politicians, or simply concepts like heroism and patriotism. Egao shares
many features with the latest trends of remix culture and configurable culture in the West,
as conceptualized by scholars such as Lawrence Lessig (2004) and Aram Sinnreich
(2007). It is a manifestation of the increasing configurability in cultural practices that is
enabled by new media and communication technologies. Egao is also uniquely Chinese,
because it is deeply rooted in postsocialist Chinese society. Therefore, egao culture
presents a rare opportunity for researchers not only to understand the tensions and
promises of a transitional society or an emerging technological trend, but more
importantly, to witness the negotiations between old and new cultural forces and to size
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up the transformations brought about by new technologies in a society experiencing a
protracted postsocialist period.
Theorizing Egao
Because it is a relatively recent cultural phenomenon, egao has rarely been treated
in English-language scholarship. However, the social and cultural implications of egao
have been well-discussed in China, both in the popular media and in scholarly literature
(Hu, 2008; Liu, 2008; Lin & Zhang, 2008; Cai, 2007, etc.). Responses to the
phenomenon range from the condemnation of egao as a vulgar form of expression that
should be suppressed by institutions of cultural administration (Li, 2008) to a moderate
affirmation of egao’s value as a “social lubricant” that eases social tensions. Amid all the
discussion, two approaches are prominent: egao is treated either as a form of “carnival in
cyberspace” or as an “online youth subculture.” Before presenting my own approach, I
will briefly review the strength and limitation of these two points of view.
Citing Bakhtin’s (1984) theory of the carnival, some researchers (Cui, 2008; Liu,
2008; Yu, 2008, etc.) describe egao as a “carnival in cyberspace” where netizens indulge
in a festive celebration of grassroots culture: by spoofing mainstream ideologies, they
achieve a temporary escape from the cruelties of reality and the pretenses of official
culture. Without giving any detailed account of “activities” in the carnival, these
researchers portray the prevailing carnivalesque spirit as “emancipation through
laughter,” “rebellion in parody and exaggeration” (Cui, 2008, p. 142), and “subversion by
degradation” (Liu, 2008, p. 117). Nevertheless, none of these scholars acknowledges that
egao has any “real world” ramifications beyond “serving as a safety valve” for society.
The ultimate purpose of egao is to “attract eyeballs” and to “entertain others and the self”
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(ibid). For researchers who treat it as a form of carnival, egao is at most a virtual game
for the suppressed and a spiritual feast for the disillusioned; it poses no real threat to the
established social order and the legitimacy of mainstream culture.
The Birmingham School’s theories of youth subculture have proved to be another
useful framework for understanding egao culture. Scholars studying postwar British
youth subcultures (Hippies, Punk, Mods, Skinheads, Teddy Boys, etc.) interpreted them
in light of Marxian class struggle and Gramscian “hegemony”: these subcultures address
“a common class problematic” and attempt to resolve ideologically, by means of an
“imaginary relation,” the “real relations” they cannot otherwise transcend (Hall et al.,
1976, p. 33). Transferring this approach to the Chinese context, Cai (2007) defines egao
as a subculture of young people born during and after the 1970s and claimed that egao
videos are to their makers and viewers what marijuana was to the hippies—they serve as
bridges to an imaginary world where minds are freed from the constraints of reality. The
“problems” that egao intends to address were vaguely described as the “generation gap”
and “culture hegemony.” Cai’s vagueness is echoed in Yu’s (2008) study, which affirms
egao’s resistance against “mainstream culture”; Yu does not, however, identify the
features of mainstream culture that egao practitioners oppose, nor does he explain how
the production and consumption of egao videos constitutes an act of resistance.
Furthermore, following Hebdige’s (1981) theory of subculture incorporation,
Chinese scholars who study egao as a youth subculture have unanimously concluded that
egao has already been fully incorporated either by mainstream political ideology or by
the commercial forces that turned egao into a commodity (Cai, 2007; Hu, 2008; Pang,
2008; Yu, 2008, etc.). For instance, in his article “Reflections on Online Egao Culture,”
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Cai argues, “When producing egao videos, both egao practitioners and commercial
websites will observe the rule of maximizing profits and minimizing political risks.”
Pang makes a similar point: “Egao practices are confined within the boundary of
mainstream ideology. So the safe way out is to stay close to ‘pure entertainment’ and
away from politics” (p. 127).
The literature I have summarized contributes to our understanding of egao by
acknowledging that the parody culture functions, albeit in a limited manner, as a site of
political resistance, and by identifying the institutional counterforces that egao faces in an
authoritarian country with an immature market economy. Interestingly, the views
expressed by scholars tend to be either elitist and dismissive of egao as a political force,
or unduly pessimistic about egao’s potential to resist cooptation. It is possible that
Chinese scholars who study politically sensitive topics like egao culture feel obliged to
refrain from uttering any overtly “politically incorrect” opinion due to their limited
academic freedom. On the one hand, they are very reluctant to link egao culture to the
specific conditions of Chinese postsocialism, and thus they fail to grasp—or at least to
communicate—the sociopolitical significance and uniqueness of egao culture in
postsocialist China. On the other hand, they have neglected or downplayed the crucial
role of new technologies, especially the Internet, in the production, dissemination, and
consumption of egao videos. They do not represent egao culture as part of the flow of
online information that is gradually altering the precarious relationship between state and
society in postsocialist China.
Methodologically, most studies of egao culture employ the method of aesthetic
analysis, which is common in Chinese arts and humanities scholarship (Cai, 2007; Lu &
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Xu, 2008; Tan, 2008; Lin & Zhang, 2008; Liu, 2007, etc.). Liu (2007) conducted a socalled semiotic analysis without, however, referring to specific egao texts. Other scholars
have approached egao from legal, economic, and psychological perspectives (Yang &
Qiu, 2008; Zhang, 2008). Surprisingly, none of these scholars have attempted to engage
egao practitioners and viewers in order to obtain firsthand knowledge of the cultural
community. In my own research, I remedy this deficit by taking the opportunity to
interview members of the egao community in order to learn how they perceive their
participation in egao culture.
In view of the limitations of the present literature on Chinese egao culture, I
attempt to situate egao along the axis of the changing state-society relationship in
postsocialist Chinese society and to analyze the trajectory of this technology-enabled
parody culture in the larger context of the exciting changes that the Internet and other
new media and communication technologies are bringing to China. Instead of relying on
just one or two theoretical frameworks, I intend to draw broadly from works on
remix/configurable culture (Lessig, 2002; Sinnreich, 2007; Meikle, 2008), the network
society (Castells, 1997), cultural studies (Barthes, 1957; Hall et al., 1978; Hebdige,
1981;Thomas, 2002; Jenkins, 1992, 2006, etc.), and the latest research on the Chinese
Internet (Zhou, 2006; Zhao, 2008; Zheng, 2008, etc.) and Chinese parody culture (Barme,
1992; Link & Zhou, 2002).
I also employ complementary methodologies in my research. Thus, I combine
ethnographic case studies with semiotic analysis, audience surveys, and textual analysis
of egao representation. In the context of the larger discussion surrounding the tug of war
between authoritarianism and Internet-induced social changes in China, I want to address
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the questions: Is Internet egao merely harmless fun, or does it have a political valence in
postsocialist Chinese society? Does it only serve to give people a false sense of agency,
or does it actually constitute a site of resistance and a cultural platform for political
critique? Specifically, I want to explore how the tensions among the party-state, the
market, and the people in postsocialist China are played out in the production,
dissemination, and consumption of egao, and reflected in the content of specific egao
works. What does it mean for Chinese society that the Internet has played a key role in
popularizing egao?
Thesis Outline and Research Methodologies
Framed by an introduction and conclusion, the progression of the thesis is quite
straightforward. In the first chapter I describe the sociohistorical context of egao culture.
I situate egao in postsocialist Chinese society, outlining the transformations and tensions
that mark the course of the changing relationship between state and society. Next, I
review the development of the Internet in China, noting both its positive influences and
its limitations in light of the evolving state-society relationship. By reviewing studies that
focus exclusively on the political implications of the Chinese Internet, I demonstrate the
need for a broader cultural and social evaluation of the Internet in China. Finally, I trace
the history of modern Chinese parody culture from Crosstalk (Xiangsheng), Slippery
Jingles (Shunkouliu), and Hooligan literature (Pizi Literature) to Moulitou culture and
Kuso culture. Relying on the Birmingham School’s definition of culture as “lived
relations” (Hall et al., 1976), I demonstrate how the popular/folk parody genre in Chinese
society has served as the vehicle of a long-lived tradition of resistance to authoritarianism
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and hegemonic culture. I argue that egao culture continues that tradition of parodic
resistance by adapting it to accommodate a technological breakthrough.
In the second chapter, I present case studies of three unique egao practitioners,
combining ethnographic interviews with the semiotic analysis of egao videos. Hu Ge,
“the trailblazer of Internet egao,” is not only the best-known egao practitioner in China;
he is also considered by many to be a symbol of grassroots cultural rebellion, and he has
a large group of followers online. Jiao Yang is a professional online video director who
makes Internet “viral advertisements” in the style of egao video. His experience offers
insights into the production and distribution of commercial egao, which challenges the
traditional concept of “subculture incorporation.” MuRong Xuan, a female singer who
discovered in egao video a new form of musical expression, started a second career as a
producer of egao music videos, which serve as an alternative medium for the masses.
I collected data for the case studies primarily through a dozen or so formal and
informal interviews conducted by telephone, e-mail, and MSN Messenger during fall
2008. I also examined media representations of the three practitioners, as well as online
discussion forums and video-sharing sites. Ang (1990) argued that “ethnographic work,
in the sense of drawing on what we can perceive and experience in everyday settings,
acquires its critical mark when it functions as a reminder that reality is always more
complicated and diversified than our theories can represent” (p. 110). By obtaining
firsthand information from egao practitioners and tracing the online flow of information
around egao products, I aim to capture the complexity and ambivalence of an emerging
cultural phenomenon in a postsocialist society that cannot be adequately explained by
western theories of culture and media.
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In the third chapter, I set out to explore social responses to egao culture by
conducting a discourse analysis of media representations of egao. Two official
newspapers People’s Daily and Guang Ming Daily, will be compared with two popular
commercial newspapers, Southern Metropolis and Southern Weekend to see how they
frame egao culture differently. The role of personal blogs, commercial websites and
online discussions in the construction of egao identity will be examined through a study
of the egao case “Very Yellow, Very Violent” happened in early 2008.
In Hacker Culture (2002), Douglas Thomas analyzed how hackers are represented
in media, popular culture, and law, as well as the ways in which hacker organizations
represent their own activity. Thomas argued that “both the discourse about hackers and
the discourse of hackers have a great deal to tell us about how technology impacts
contemporary culture” (p. xx). In a similar vein, I believe that social responses to egao
culture reveal much about how Chinese society perceives and reacts to the changes and
challenges brought by the Internet to the current social, cultural, and political landscape.
When comparing the results of the Internet survey of egao viewers with the analysis of
media representations, I expect to find differences between the attitudes of egao viewers
and the media, as well as differences among different types of media (commercial vs.
official, online vs. offline), that will yield illuminating insights into the tensions and
contradictions in postsocialist Chinese society while offering an opportunity to size up
the changing state-society relationship.
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Chapter 2 The Background of Egao: Transformations, Tensions, and Changing
State-Society Relationship in Postsocialist China
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A Glimpse of Chinese Postsocialism
Havel’s (1985) grocery manager is a recurring image in my mind when I think of
postsocialism (or post-totalitarianism, to use Havel’s term). The grocery manager in
Havel’s postsocialist society had to put on a sign “Workers of the world, Unite!” among
all the onions and carrots displayed in front of his window. He didn’t hang up the slogan
because he believed in it nor did he find it helpful to improve sales, and in fact he didn’t
even bother to give the words a thought. “He put them all into the window simply
because it has been done that way for years, because everyone does it, and because that is
the way it has to be…He does it because these things must be done if one is to get along
in life. It is one of the thousands of details that guarantee him a relatively tranquil life ‘in
harmony with society,’ ” (p. 21), explained Havel.
If what happened three decades ago seems too far away from our life, an anecdote of
mine may serve as a contemporary update of Havel’s story. My friend Chen, a graduate
student of computer science at a reputable Chinese university, complained to me on the
Internet about his frustrating experience with joining the communist party (ru dang):
almost every week, he had to “cut-and-paste” ideological report (xi xiang hui bao) and
transcribe them into hand-written form since it is required by the school party committee
to “avoid Internet plagiarism1”; during the weekend, he had to attend discussion sessions
for ideological study and discuss boring empty theories when he could use some personal
time. In the end, he was not voted in cause he didn’t get along well with a key party
committee member of his department. As he moaned about his bad luck, I asked why he
cared so much about joining the party. He paused for a while, and confided that he
1

With the help of the Internet it is common for students to plagiarize ideological report submitted to
the school party committee. So the party committee requires aspiring students to submit hand‐
written report as a measure to combat plagiarism, which only proves futile.
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wanted to work for a government ministry that prefer employing party members after
graduation and since “everybody else” is joining the party, being a non-party member
would stand as a huge disadvantage.
Like the grocery manager, my friend Chen, who doesn’t really believe in socialist
party ideologies, has to pretend to have faith and to show false enthusiasm in joining the
party for pragmatic purposes as it is the social norm. Chen may not represent the majority
of young college students in China who now have many alternatives other than working
for the government or state-owned companies. In fact, joining international/foreign-based
corporations or private companies and studying abroad are the more popular options.
Nevertheless, he is definitely not alone in his frustration. If anything, this is the kind of
frustration citizens of a postsocialist society must deal with on a daily basis. Frustration
accumulates, which either leads to mass cynicism and despair or triggers off resistance or
aggression. This is what I consider typical symptoms of the “postsocialist syndrome”, of
which the direct cause is, according to Linz and Stepan (1996), “a growing empirical
disjunction between official ideological claims and reality” (p. 8)
To put it in the Chinese context, very few people, if any still believe the communist or
socialist utopia to be elixir of Chinese society. However, its basic tenets and claims are
still upheld by the party-state as ideological foundation of the state to legitimize
authoritarian one-party rule, the result of which is what Goldfarb (1989) termed
“legitimacy through disbelief”—“a sense that nothing can be done, and therefore the
prevailing patterns of domination are accepted and persist” (p. 218). Paul Pickowicz
(1994), through his interpretation of Huang Jianxin’s controversial films, attempted to
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draw a picture of postsocialist China as it looks from bottom up. The following quote best
encapsulates his perception of postsocialist China:
“It is not the political situation at elite levels alone that defines the postsocialist condition.
Postsocialism involves a perception among ordinary people at the bottom that socialism has
failed, that is not the solution to what ails society, but rather the very cause…Postsocialism, in
brief, involves a massive loss of faith. Some of the alienation, frustration, and anger it engenders
leads to a politically healthy search for alternatives to traditional socialism, but some of that
disaffection produces self-destructive social and psychological behavior. In postsocialist society,
failed institutions remain deeply rooted and continue to have a damaging impact on social,
political, economic, and cultural life even though popular alienation is widespread and
nonsocialist political forces have emerged. Indeed, socialist institutions and habits are even more
deeply entrenched than the ruling Leninist party” (p. 83).

Nevertheless, to kick off on a pessimistic note doesn’t amount to a diagnosis that
postsocialist Chinese society is hopeless. On the contrary, many people believe that
China is now one of the most exciting places to live on earth given its staggering
economic growth and rising comprehensive power. China, with 1/5 of the world
population and fourth-largest economy, is forecasted to surpass the United States
economy in size by the middle of the century (Shirk, 2007). If by underlying above the
“postsocialist syndrome”, I attempted to describe a prevailing culture politics that is
plaguing Chinese contemporary life, a fuller and more balanced picture of the
postsocialist society can only be obtained by seeing through the profound contradictions
or even paradoxes that characterize the nation, at the core of which, I believe, is the
changing state-society relationship.
Transformations and Tensions
If asked to tell the story of Post-Mao China in one sentence, I would quote Deng
Xiaoping’s famous aphorism summarized in vivid vernacular of the common folk: “As
long as the cat catches mouse, it doesn’t matter whether it’s black or white”. After more
than two decades of catastrophe caused by a series of failed communist experiments
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headed by Mao Zedong, the second generation of Chinese leaders under Deng has shed
its ideological straitjacket and embraced market economy and globalization through the
initiation of Deng’s “reform and opening-up” policy (Liu, 2004). While China’s GDP
was one of the lowest in the world right before the economic reform in 1975, after three
decades’ development at a double-digital average annual growth rate, it has overtaken
France to become the fourth-largest world economy whose GDP has reached $ 2.23
trillion (Shirk, p. 17). The sea of gray-green Mao jackets is replaced by Nike and Levis
whereas crowds of black bicycles have given way to puffing automobile.
On the flip side of the booming economy, the disparity between socialist ideologies
and economic life grows larger and consequently, not only is the competence of the
Communist party increasingly being judged on its capacity to achieve economic growth
and to maintain stability, the party-state has come to rely more than ever on the narrow
but effective identity politics of nationalism. In other words, the state and the society had
been fused by a socialist promise since the founding of the Communist China. As the
promise sounds increasingly hollow to ordinary citizens in the post-revolutionary China,
the party, in order to stay in power, has been replacing the socialist promise with a
economic promise, more precisely, the promise of “Rich Country, Strong Military”
(Zheng, 2008), so that the humiliating modern history won’t repeat itself and the country
would be able to claim its rightful place in the world. The transformation is reflected in
the intensifying economic reform and the party-state’s weakening grip on ideology.
Consumerism and Political Apathy
The discontent with authoritarian one-party rule that reached its apex in the failed
1989 Pro-democracy Movement is somewhat mitigated by a “consumer democratization”
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accelerated by Deng’s 1992 Southern Excursion. Wang (2001) pointed out that “as China
recovered from the trauma of 1989, the collective project in which the Chinese public
was invited to participate was not a political utopia of any sort (socialist or liberalist), but
the making of an egalitarian consumer public theoretically unmarred by vertical
hierachies, in short, participation in the democratic consumption of leisure culture.” (p.
47). While some scholars have acknowledged the effectiveness of such transformation,
others come to realize the negative effects of such policies on the public. Inspired by
Havel (1985), Tao (2006) believed rampant consumerism in post-authoritarian society to
be hotbed of cynicism and political apathy, and exposed the “true intention” of the partystate to push forward economic reform as “diverting people’s attention from politics and
social problems” (p. 235).
Politics of Identity and Informed Nationalism
At the same time, the rising Chinese nationalism has attracted much attention of the
world, from protests against US’s bombing of Chinese embassy in Belgrade to boycotts
against Japanese commodities and French supermarkets. While Chinese nationalism is
usually interpreted by western media as a “state-sponsored ideology” to salvage the dying
socialism and powerful weapon in international negotiations, a more nuanced
understanding would emphasize not only nationalism but also transnationalism (Rosen,
2003). As “Chinese nation’s great rejuvenation” has replaced communist utopia to be the
new national project (Zhao, 2008, p. 30) and as the Chinese public is increasingly better
informed of domestic and international news (Zhou, 2005), the assertion of nationalist
sentiments are not only a defense of national interest, a buffer against global capitalism
but also a demand for a more fair and balanced global world order (Wu, 2007; Zhou,
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2006; Zhao, 2008). As for the party-state, popular nationalism of the public can easily
backfire. For instance, when China’s former premier Zhu Rongji came back from a WTO
negotiation with American president Bill Clinton, he was met with domestic criticism
deriding him as “traitor” for “being too submissive”, which led to his step-down under
intense pressure (Yang, 2000).
Mounting Social Tensions
Spectacular economic growth and neoliberal economic policy cannot quell social
unrest. The nationalist project, though has mended the broken state-society relationship to
a certain extent, cannot effectively justify authoritarianism and one-party dictatorship. On
the contrary, the nation has witnessed mounting tensions and increasingly pressures
resulted from the expanding income gap, enlarging rural-urban divide, rampant
corruption, unsustainable growth at the cost of the environment, to name but a few. As
the table below demonstrated, while the country’s economy has been driving on a fast
lane, mass incidents 2have been on the rise over the years.
Table1: Mass Incident and Economic Growth

2

Mass incident (simplified Chinese: 2&*$%) is a Chinese euphemism for a large protest, riot,
demonstration, or mass petition.
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Source: The 1988-2000 statistics are from Murray Scot Tanner, “China Rethinks Unrest,” The
Washington Quartely 27, no.3 (Summer 2004), 138-39; 2001-2006 numbers are from Shirk, S. L.
(2007). China : Fragile superpower. Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press.; Human
Rights in China (2006, January, 31) January 2006: China responds to increasing social unrest
with greater repression; Mainland Affairs Council (2007, December 28). Background
information: The frequent occurrence of mass incidents in China pushes it into becoming a “risky
society”Retrieved from http://www.mac.gov.tw/english/english/macpolicy/risk961228.htm;
China Ability: GDP growth 1952-2008. Retrieved from http://www.chinability.com/GDP.htm

As many scholars have noticed that the socialist China has become one of the world’s
most inequitable countries (Zhao, 2008; Harvey, 2005 etc.). According to a report from
Yale Global, China has surpassed the United States in terms of inequality based on Gini
Coefficient and is on its way to reach high-inequality like Brazil and Mexico if the trend
continues (Bardhan, 2007). The country is increasingly divided along lines of income,
“rather than speaking of “China,” it has become more meaningful to speak of “Chinas” of
“one country, four worlds”, namely the mega cities (Shanghai, Beijing and Guangdong),
middle-sized cities and costal regions, middle-income rural areas, and low income rural
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segments, minority and border areas (Zhao, 2008, p. 43). Official corruption has only
added fuel to the fire. Taking many different forms, from “the sale of state assets below
market prices, making bank loans to people and organizations that do not repay them to
the evasion of taxes”, (Bai, 2007, p. 46), the direct cost of corruption can be as much as
$86 billion a year (Pei, 2007). While rampant corruption was one of the causes of 1989
pro-democracy movement, it only got worse in the 2000s. According to a nation-wide
survey in 2002, 59.2% urban residents considered government officials and party cadres
the foremost beneficiaries of the economic reform (Bai, 2007, p. 54).
All these have given rise to the conservative Left-wing (neoconservative) backlash
condemning “the evils of market economy” and the resurgence of Maoist nostalgia (Bai,
2007, Zhang, 2008). Once again, as we’ve already discussed, the inherent contradiction
of postsocialist China, namely the disjunction between socialist ideology that legitimizes
the Communist party’s rule and the capitalist strategies adopted to preserve its status by
promising and bringing about economic progress, has not fared as successfully as
expected. To be more specific, on the one hand, reforms in the economic sector are
carried out under the aegis of socialism, as justified by the designation of “socialism with
Chinese characteristics”, to maintain and strengthen the power of the Communist party or
in Dirlik’s (1988) words, to “seek outside socialism strategies to salvage socialism”. On
the other hand, further integration with global capitalism and deepening exposure to the
outside world have posed serious challenges to the party-state and made one-party
authoritarian rule increasingly difficult to sustain. As a result, the tensions among the
party-state, global and domestic capitalist market and interests of the people, especially
the disadvantaged and disenfranchised have been further intensified. Despite the party-
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state’s efforts to reclaim the thorny state-society relationship through economic
incentives and innovative politics of identity, it remains problematic and precarious.
While social discontent and declining approval rates may be a signal for a new round
of political maneuvers and campaigns in democratic countries, in China, they are omens
of instability, unrest and life-and-death struggle for the Communist party. Scooping from
the cultural well of Confucianism, the more “people-oriented” Hu-Wen leadership has
come up with a new statecraft of “Constructing a harmonious society” to palliate the
intensifying social tensions. It still waits to see whether the new policy will mark a
change of direction in China’s belated modernization or is it just another “living lie” in
the “already overflowing ideological dustbin” of the party (Zhao, 2008). Like most
authoritarian or totalitarian countries where there are perceived gaps between official
ideology and everyday life, parody culture that target the excessive and hollow official
ideologies proliferates in postsocialist China. If anything, the history of Chinese
(post)socialism parallels with the evolution of Chinese parody culture. Contrary to the
conventional view, parody culture is more than just a safety valve of social tensions. The
rise and fall of different parody forms has punctuated major social and political changes
in postsocialist China, of which egao is the latest and most exciting version.
“Resistance through laughter”–The rise and fall of parody culture
The word “culture” is notoriously hard to define. Cultural theorist Raymond Williams
considered “culture” to be one of “ the two or three most complicated words in the
English language (Williams, 1976). Instead of attempting the impossible task of
reviewing all definitions of culture, I want to underline the changing state-society
relationship in a postsocialist society by highlighting Birmingham School’s concept of
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culture as “the way the social relations of a group are structured and shaped…the way
those shapes are experienced, understood and interpreted” (Hall, 1976). Our society is
structured so that cultural power is not equally distributed. The dominant cultural groups,
who have the means of material production at their disposal, come to dominate cultural
production to the detriment of subordinate groups.
Culture, essentially, is a “lived relation”. It is a “relation” because it involves not only
one cultural group, but the complex interactions among different cultural groups who
come to possess different cultural power. It is also not a still and static point but is “lived”
by the cultural group on a daily basis both materially and psychologically in its constant
cultural struggle with other cultural groups. As Hall et al. (1976) explained:
“The dominant culture represents itself as the culture. It tries to define and contain all other
cultures within its inclusive range, its views of the world, unless challenged, will stand as the
most natural, all-embracing, universal culture. Other cultural configurations will not only be
subordinate to this dominant order: they will enter into struggle with it, seek to modify, negotiate,
resist or even overthrow its reign—its hegemony. The struggle between classes over material and
social life thus always assumes the forms of a continuous struggle over the distribution of
‘cultural power” (p.12).

However, it is important to note that because of its subordinate status and lack of
access to cultural production (especially in the pre-Internet era), cultural groups who are
ranked at the lower part of the cultural power scale are not able to and cannot risk headon crash and all-out warfare with the dominant power. Therefore, their cultural struggles
are characterized by “tactics” of “textual poachers”, described by Michel De Certeau
(1984) as “an art of the weak”, “operating in isolated action, blow by blow” (p. 37);
launched as “semiological guerrilla warfare”, in the term of Emberto Eco (1986) to
“restore a critical dimension to passive reception (p. 144); or taking the form of youth
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subcultures which hijack mainstream cultural commodities to construct resistant and
alternative cultural identities (Hall et al., 1976).
In this light, parody, defined as “imitation with a critical difference” (Hutcheon, 2000,
p.7), or “any cultural practice which provides a relatively polemical allusive imitation of
another cultural production or practice” (Dentith, 2000, p. 9), comes to the fore in the
cultural struggles as effective weapons. Disguised in jokes and laughter as entertainment,
parody culture derives its materials within the boundaries of the dominant culture. Either
by making dominant cultural signs targets of ridicule or by appropriating mainstream
cultural signs for its own purposes, parody culture is safe yet dangerous, and popular yet
subversive. The history of parody cultures in modern China is a history of cultural
struggles among the people, the party-state and the market, whose importance cannot be
downplayed if we want to understand Internet Egao.
Crosstalk
Xiang Sheng (literally “face” and “voice”), usually translated as Chinese Crosstalk, is a
form of traditional oral performing art presented in the form of monologue, conversation
or group talk show, and is widely popular among Chinese people from all walks of life.
The most common form is presented by two performers featuring quick-witted repartees,
which resembles the stand-up comedy of the Smothers Brothers. Originated in Qing
dynasty (1644-1911) of the imperial China, when it was first performed by people from
humble families who made a living by telling jokes and funny stories about everyday life
on the street, in temple fair and teahouses, crosstalk “either satirized vile practices of old
China or reflect various social phenomena through humorous storytelling” (Cultural
China, 2008). Largely remaining as a folk culture passed on across generations through
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established master-apprentice system of transmission, crosstalk has incorporated four
types of skills, namely speaking, imitating, teasing and singing and draws its materials
from all aspects of Chinese culture, from ancient history, traditional folktales, current
social issues to contemporary popular culture. Satire and relevance to everyday life stand
at the core of crosstalk (Chen, 2006).
However, it is generally acknowledged that the popularity of crosstalk has been on the
decline in recent decades. In fact, the rise and fall of the art form informs us of, from a
unique angle, the cultural trajectory of socialist China. Though a detailed analysis is
beyond our scope, a brief account should suffice to give us a sense. David Moser’s article
“Stifled Laughter: How the Communist Party Killed Chinese Humor” is one of the few
studies that look at the effects political censorship has on Chinese parody culture.

Crosstalk Performance
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According to Moser (2004), in the 1940s, right before the victory of Maoist
Communist revolution, crosstalk has developed into an anti-authoritarian and subversive
art which is “wildly political incorrect, lampooning everyone—pompous social elites,
corrupt officials, country bumpkins, the handicapped, prostitutes, the effete intelligentsia,
and even the KMT (National Party) leaders in power at that time”. However, when the
Communist party took over in 1949, crosstalk was denounced as “rowdy and
impertinent” and was transformed into a mundane propaganda tool. As Moser explained
“when the party got their puritanical hands on the form after 1949, they immediately
began to pull out its satirical teeth, turning it into a bland mouthpiece for political
policy”. During the notorious Cultural Revolution, prestigious crosstalk artists were
branded as “rightiest”, and traditional pieces were destroyed or lost during the decade of
extremism. After the death of Mao and the fall of “the Gang of four” in the 1970s,
crosstalk was “revitalized” as catharsis for a nation recovering from turmoil and zealotry.
Jokes circulated underground on “the Gang of Four” for years during the revolution could
be put to use in crosstalk performances. 3

3

“How to Take a Photograph” was a big hit at that time. An excerpt, translated by Moser, which
lampooned the political excesses of the Cultural Revolution by mashing up revolutionary slogans
and daily conversations would give you a taste of subversiveness and instant appeal of the art
form:
A: On the wall of the shop was a piece of paper, and at the top it said NOTICE TO ALL
CUSTOMERS.
B: What did it say?
A: It said: “All revolutionary comrades who come in the revolutionary door of this
revolutionary photography shop, before asking any revolutionary question, must first call out a
revolutionary slogan. If any of the revolutionary masses do not call out a revolutionary slogan,
then the revolutionary shopkeeper will take a revolutionary attitude and refuse to give a
revolutionary response. Revolutionarily yours, the revolutionary management.”
B: Really “revolutionary”, all right. It was like that in those days. As soon as you went into the
shop it went like this: “Serve the People!” Comrade, I’d like to ask a question.
A: “Struggle Against Selfishness and Criticize Revisionism!” Go ahead.
B: [to the audience] Well, at least he didn’t ignore me. [Back in character] “Destroy Capitalism
and Elevate the Proletariat!” I’d like to have my picture taken.
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Nevertheless, “Genuine laughter is liberating, contagious, and ultimately threatening
to the established rule”. Political parody soon became off-limits again as the new power
stabilized. Crosstalk performers and composers, once folk artists lived among the grass
roots, were recuperated into the state-owned cultural industry and turned into wageearners in government-subsidized art troupes. Three major platforms for performing
crosstalk, television, radio and public theatre, have all been strictly censored through a
centralized media control mechanism. Though the postsocialist condition—the
disjuncture between economic reform, deregulation and political ideology, along with
drastic social transformations provides fertile grounds for social problems for crosstalk to
satirize, nobody would dare poke fun at abusive powers or mis-targeted policies. Benign
and slapstick jokes told by crosstalk artists have lost their appeal to younger generations
who come to embrace new forms of parody culture or old forms that adapted better to
new communication technologies and changed market environment. Slippery Jingles and
Pizi literature are two examples.
Slippery Jingle (Shui Kou Liu)
Slippery jingle, as its Chinese name suggests4, is a kind of rhythmical satirical sayings
or folk rhymes familiar to almost everybody in China (Link & Zhou, 2002). Probably
developed from Chinese regulated verse and its folk counterpart doggerel, Slippery
A: “Do Away with the Private and Establish the Public!” What size?
B: “The Revolution is Without Fault!” A three-inch photo.
A: “Rebellion is Justified!” Okay, please give me the money.
B: “Politics First and Foremost!” How much?
A: “Strive for Immediate Results!” One yuan three mao.
B: “Criticize Reactionary Authorities!” Here’s the money.
A: “Oppose Rule by Money!” Here’s your receipt.
B: “Sweep Away Class Enemies of All Kinds!” Thank you.

4

Shui Kou Liu: literally means “easily uttered”
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jingles are always rhythmical, succinct and witty and sometimes rhymed. Like most folk
cultures, people of all ages and different social groups can be producers, transmitters and
consumers of slippery jingles. Easy to memorize and spread, slippery jingles are full of
everyday life wisdom. Unlike crosstalk that requires certain skills and years of training to
perform and is largely limited by public media and platforms like theatre, television or
radio, slippery jingles are passed around through word of mouths, and recently cell phone
text messages and the Internet, consequently are impossible to censor or stop. Therefore
it is no wonder that negative jingles of political themes or those that concern social
problems are the most popular, since they are most often censored or suppressive by the
government. As a result, slippery jingles have thrived as an underground culture in China,
which underlines Perry and Links’ argument that “the role of private complaint becomes
magnified” in countries like China where public complaint is controlled (p. 107).5
In their article on “Shuikouliu”, Link and Zhou highlighted the mutability of slippery
jingles as they circulate around, arguing that “their (slippery jingles) anonymous authors
are sometimes a single person and sometimes several, who might toss an example back
and forth, improving it as they go. Once “finished”, it is of course never finished, as
every person who picks it up and repeats it is free to alter it, embellish it or weave it into
conversations, stories, or jokes” (p. 96). This point put me in thought of a series of jingles
5

A typically jingle runs like this:
The Olympics arrive, Beijing's alive!
The torch on display! The people make way.
The foreigners are here, so the sky's suddenly clear!
And here's a new treat: fewer cars on the street!
Of course we are moved, that the food has improved.
And: no beggars, no riff‐raff, no petitions, you see,
No jails, no beatings, just sweet "harmony!"
‐‐‐ translated by Perry (2008)
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widely passed around and discussed when I was still an undergraduate student in Beijing.
The “original”, derived its narrative structure from Deng’s Four Basic Principles which
are officially upheld in ideology are but largely ignored in practice, looked as if written
by a peasant:
In our village: clothes are basically made by hand; meals are basically provided by the party;
farming is basically by cows; getting rich is basically by robbing; keeping warm is basically by
shuddering; communication is basically by shouting.

Soon after it was widely spread through text messages, another version appeared on the
Internet that made corrupt officials its target.
Our governor: Wines are basically briberies; cigarettes are basically free; salary is basically left
untouched; wife is basically never “used”.

And one day, while I was dining with my roommate, she sent me a “student version”
from her cell phone:
In our school: class is basically wasted in sleep; dating is basically by imagination; transportation
is basically by foot; exam is basically passed by peeking.

People enjoy passing on slippery jingles not only because they are funny and
entertaining, but also because they derive pleasure from appropriating jingles in specific
contexts that make sense to people in their circle. It is essentially a form of cultural
expression. Talking about the political implications of slippery jingles, Link and Zhou’s
conclusion is worth quoting: “To let citizens blow off steam about corruption today might
make them feel better tomorrow, and this could be socially ameliorative. But to allow
them to fall into persistent habits of harping on entrenched corruption could undermine
public faith in society and its leaders. In this longer-term sense shunkouliu probably had a
corrosive effect on the legitimacy of the Communist Party and Chinese state institutions”
(p. 108). However, a piece of latest news that a municipal party chief used slippery
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jingles to educate his fellow party members on the importance of “serving the people”
and “treating the people right” reminds us not to underestimate the transformative and
appropriative capacity of the Chinese party-state (Wang, 2008). If anything, slippery
jingles are text-based egao or rather, image, audio and video egao has developed from
slippery jingles as computer-based new media technologies have made it easier and more
affordable for people to tinker with image, music and video and to distribute the products.
“Hooligan Literature” and “Liumang” Culture
If the rise of Hooligan literature and its creator Wang Shuo were considered
“aberrations” by most Chinese literary critics in late 1980s, they only signaled the
beginning of an “aberrant cultural trend” that is still on the rise in China today. The
success of Wang Shuo not only marked the triumphant takeover of elitist culture by mass
culture at the initiation of cultural commercialization, but also revealed the postsocialist
mentality that has been prevailing in Chinese society for almost three decades.
Growing up in the military compounds of Beijing, Wang was still in nursery when the
Cultural Revolution started. So unlike his Red Guard brothers and sisters who were
idealistic and disillusioned, Wang and his generation were dismissive and disaffected as
they came of age in the materialistic “Socialism with Chinese characteristics”. Unlike
other literatures of the his time that featured strong Enlightment thoughts and humanist
spirits as counterforces to the “extremist leftism” of the Cultural Revolution, the
protagonists of Wang’s novels are usually delinquent youth or “pi zi” and “liumang”,
translated as “Hooligan”. Those youngsters, usually ill-educated and without a stable job,
seem to despise all sorts of authorities and believe in nothing, neither western democracy
nor socialism. Deeply disoriented and alienated, they think that nothing can be done to
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change their condition. Here, Geremie Barme’s (1992) nuanced description of Wang’s
work is worth quoting:
“The fiction of the Beijing novelist Wang Shuo reveals to us, perhaps better than any other body
of writing, an internal perception of China’s “terminal turmoil”, depicting as he does in his
numerous stories and novels the world of ‘liumang culture’…this rubric is a shorthand for certain
urban attitudes that are quintessentially expressed not in the tones of overt dissent but more in the
creations of a sardonic popular culture. As the premier exponent of this counterculture, Wang
Shuo is not a doomsayer of a pessimist but a witty writer of serious intent who uses the present
Chinese cultural order as the basis for a fictional world of great humour and insight: a literature of
escape and sublimation.” (p. 24).

Two unique aesthetic features have distinguished Wang’s “Hooligan Literature” from
other literary works of his time. First is “Historical Irony”—the satirical use of
Communist party codes and official verbalism as “linguistic toys” to play with in
everyday situation. His characters usually speak with irreverence the familiar and lofty
languages of the Cultural Revolution or the current ideological doctrines in a misplaced
context. Humor is achieved through the unexpected but clever misplacement (Xu, 1999).
For instance, in Live Dangerously, a bunch of hooligans playing Mah-jong is euphonized
as “party political life” and their party principle is “if you are a party member, we will
kick you out; if you are not, we will recruit you—the bottom line is to keep you
occupied…”. The second feature is his incorporation of Beijing dialect into novel
narration and conversation. If anything, Beijing dialect, due to the city’s history as
ancient capitals of several dynasties, conveys a unique flavor of cheekiness. The sense of
superiority and irreverence associated with the dialect is transferred to his hooligan
characters to give his novel a special local ambience.
Despite many literary critics’ derision as “lightweight”, Wang’s Hooligan Literature is
so popular that the year 1988 was dubbed “the year of Wang Shuo”. However, the
reasons of Wang’s popularity seem to tell more about postsocialist Chinese society than
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his work. As Barme noticed that “with the inflation of Party rhetoric and the deflation of
ideological effectiveness and relevance—a widening, if not yawning gap between official
language and social reality—increased linguistic dysfunction has developed in China
with greater possibilities for political humor than ever” (p. 57), Wang was the first
novelist to capture the deep cynicism, alienation and emotional confusion felt by many in
the postsocialist China on a full scale. His sharp parody and biting satire, if not stood as
grassroots resistance or direct challenge to the party authority, at least serve as catharsis
to overcome the tragedy of a whole generation Chinese.
Wang’s success during the late 1980s and early 1990s coincided with the
commercialization of the cultural industry after a decade state-sponsored economic
reform has reached the cultural arena. According to Jing Wang (2001), The Collective
Works of Wang Shuo was the first bestseller in the early 1990s when the emergence of the
“second distributory channel” parallel to the “once state-owned” publishing sector has
nurtured a “bestseller consciousness” in the new generation of Chinese consumers. As an
“enterprising author”, Wang was especially adept at sales promotion and following the
“logic of the market” as most other writers were still trying to adapt. At least five of his
books were adapted for the Screen and Wang Shuo has also been an active scriptwriter
for several movies and TV series. Therefore, the market and commercial factor played a
key role in Wang’s popularity.
As the first popular fiction writer in postsocialist China who incorporated parody of
official languages and local dialects into literary writing, Wang became an inspiring icon
for those seeking self-expression in a controlled cultural environment. Through his
depiction of ordinary people baffled and frustrated by changing political and social
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reality, Wang set his readers thinking about the contradictions in the current political
system that was often rendered invisible by official propaganda. The fact that the release
of Wang’s most well-received novels and movies in 1987-1994 corresponded to the rise
and fall of the Tiananmen Pro-democracy movement was no coincidence. 6 Wang’s
commercial success also revealed the liberating effects commercial forces could exert
against authoritarianism and cultural domination, which constitute a site of popular
critique in postsocialist China.
“Mou Li Tou” (Nonsensical) Movies and Postmodernism
“Mou Li Tou” in Cantonese dialect refers to things that defy logic or run contrary to
common sense. The word is better known as a tag of Hong Kong movie director and
actor Stephen Chow’s comedies that dominated Hong Kong movie billboards for most of
the 1990s and had attracted even more young followers when introduced into Mainland
market through VCDs and DVDs, authentic or pirated.
One of the most distinctive postmodernist features of Chow’s movie is intertexuality.
According to Marita Sturken (2001), intertexuality refers to “the insertion of another text,
with its meaning, within a new text” (p.265). In order to appreciate “Mou li tou” movies,
audiences have to possess certain media literacy of Chinese traditional and modern
culture and western popular culture conventions from which Chow often drew his
6

Wang Shuo’s major novel and movie production:

Novels
* (1987) Masters of Mischief, or The Operators
* (1988) Samsara
* (1989) Playing For Thrills and Please don't call me like a human
* (1991) No Regrets About Youth
* (1993) The Vanished Woman
* (1994) Gone Forever with My Love
# The Troubleshooters (!6#") (1988)
# Samsara (!3(") (1988)
# No Regrets About Youth (!5.,+") (1991)
# In the Heat of the Sun (!4'/01-)") (1994) ‐ based on the novel Wild Beast
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materials. In this sense, this is a trait that Chow shares with Wang Shuo, Slippery Jingles
and even Crosstalk. However, Chow has carried intertexuality to a whole new level to
make it the basis, framework or even ultimate purpose of his movie. In other words,
instead of having specific messages in mind like anti-authoritarian (Wang), anticorruption (Slippery Jingles), Chow made parody movies for parody’s sake as long as the
comic effects achieved would be appreciated by audiences. As he explained:
“When I made a movie, all I wanted is to make something so that the audience would
like. And I believe if I am able to make something innovative and creative, audience will
appreciate it. Therefore, I am happy as long as I achieve my goal of making a movie full
of imagination.” (from Philips’ personal blog “ Blazing the movie trails”)
From a different perspective, one could also understand “Mou Li Tou” movies as
“putting all assumptions under scrutiny in order to reveal the values that underlie all
systems of thought, and thus to question the ideologies within them that are seen as
natural. This means that the idea of authenticity is always in question in postmodernism”
(Sturken, p. 252). Chow’s movies are perceived by many to be typically postmodern as
they challenged dominant meta-narrative and questioned traditional social, gender and
cultural norms by throwing into one salad bowl mythic stories, historical reconfiguration,
narratives of everyday life to make mash-ups that are usually subversive and innovative
(Chang, 2008; He, 2008; Liu, 2002).
“Mou li Tou” movies were born in the post-capitalist and post-colonial soil of Hong
Kong around the “1997 Handover” as a cultural manifestation of the sense of
helplessness and uncertainty Hong Kong people felt as two superpowers (China and
Britain) are fighting over the right to take control of their fate (He, 2008). As they
migrated to Mainland China, they found new life and new interpretation in an audience
mired in postsocialism. The carnivalesque joy met the long-repressed laughter and the
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nonsensical plot and exaggerated comic acting provided a temporary reprieve from
confusion and disorientation. What’s more important, the postmodern nature of the
movies has invited parody, appropriation from the audience and has sparked creativity of
a generation of young viewers to emulate and reinterprete “Mou Li Tou”. For instance,
both Hu Ge and Jiao Yang, egao practitioners well-known in mainland China
acknowledged that they are influenced by Stephen Chow’s movies from early age.
The Rapid Rise of Egao
Egao, widely believed to be a translation of the Japanese phrase “Kuso”, emerged
in China on the Internet in around 2000 (Chen, 2008; Yu, 2008; Zuo&Liu, 2008 etc.).
Kuso, originated from Japanese word “

!” (literally “shit”), frequently appears in

Japanese video games, manga and animations (Zhang, 2007). Video games of inferior
qualities are called Kuso games, which are often targets of parodies. As for manga and
animes, mash-ups of different works or redrawing of popular works in different styles
(doujinshi) are also considered Kuso. Kuso culture was first introduced to Taiwan by
online gamers and was immediately developed into an online youth subculture that
“colonized” BBS and video-sharing sites. Technology-savvy young people started to
make Kuso pictures, videos and jokes and shared them online with other netizens.
Meanwhile, the culture was spread to Mainland China and Hong Kong and was translated
as “egao”.
The latest egao fad started in 2005 when Hu Ge, a thirty-something sound
engineer, mashed up Chen Kaige’s big-budget movie The Promise and transformed it
into a short parody video, The Bloody Case That Started with a Steamed Bun. Egao
videos and pictures, the two most popular forms of egao, had been appearing for several
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years before the Steamed Bun made its debut. Earlier examples include CCTV’s Big
History (2001) and a series of advertisements produced by China Telecom and China
Unicom, two state-owned telecommunications corporations (2004). But none of these
earlier efforts enjoyed the popularity that Hu’s video achieved.
Several technological changes made Hu’s success possible. First, high-speed
Internet access in China has exploded since 2003. Back in 2001, there were only 22.5
million Internet users, and the majority of them (63%) relied on low-speed telephone
connections. For those users, downloading or uploading a picture could take forever, and
streamed videos were virtually inaccessible. By 2006, the number of Internet users had
sextupled to 137 million, and over three quarters of them (77.5%) were broadband users
(CINIC, 2006). Second, China’s first video-sharing websites were launched in 2005 and
2006. China’s biggest video-sharing service, Tudou.com, went live in April 2005,
followed by Ku6.com (June 2006) and Youku.com (December 2006). Third, whereas
most early egao videos were created by professional editors, new technologies like digital
camcorders, Sony Vegas, and Dreamweaver made it possible for ordinary people to shoot
and edit their own videos. Hu Ge, an amateur video editor and a “nobody” who dared to
challenge “big directors,” stood as an inspiring example and a grassroots hero in the era
of Web 2.0.
Since 2006, egao videos and practitioners have mushroomed as “Web 2.0
Madness Grips China” (Kanellos, 2007). On the Internet, a generation bored by stateowned broadcasting and print media found not only entertainment that suited their tastes
but also an inexpensive platform for creative self-expression. The parodic nature of egao
makes it a perfect genre for communicating disguised criticism, venting off steam, or
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simply enjoying a good laugh; consequently, egao has become almost “the most popular
Internet culture” (Qiu et al., 2008). Like crosstalk, slippery jingles, hooligan literature
and “mou li tou” culture, egao culture as a form of satirical cultural expression for the
grass roots, is anti-authoritarian and anti-hegemonic. However, as part of the flow of
online information, egao operates in conjunction with other user-generated discourses on
the Internet, which comes to possess discursive power beyond laughter. At the same time,
certain technological features that set egao apart from the aforementioned parody culture
forms make it more pervasive and attractive to the younger generation. These are points
we shall elaborate later in the research.
The extraordinary popularity of egao in cyberspace has attracted the attention of
government censors, as well as advertisers and filmmakers. While the government is busy
conducting “expert roundtables” condemning the “bad influence” of egao culture and
devising new regulations targeting “online audio-video production” and video-sharing
sites (Lu & Xu, 2008), advertisers calculate the value of the lucrative young
demographics online, and movie producers struggling between the “party line” and the
“bottom line” embrace egao as a lifesaving straw. Commercials, movies, and TV series
made in the egao style have quickly colonized cyberspace and migrated to offline
mainstream media (Liu, 2006). Egao, either as grassroots cultural production or
commercial marketing buzz, is here to stay. How can we explain the popularity of egao?
What does egao reveal about post-socialist Chinese society? Has egao already been
transformed into a benign advertising cliché, or does it still retain its progressive
character and its utility as a means of resistance? Before we set out to answer those
questions, let us first briefly review the transformations brought about the Internet and
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other new communication technologies to the troubled state-society relationship in
postsocialist China. These are essential if we are to understand egao as an Internet culture
and part of the flow of information online.
The Internet in postsocialist China –Transforming state-society relationships
Media Commercialization
Unlike western media and journalism, “the Fourth Estate” or “watchdog” as they are
called, which were set up as guardians of democracy and public interest, Chinese media
after the founding of PRC in 1949 were created from the very beginning to be
propaganda apparatus or “mouth and tongues” for the communist party (Zhao, 1997).
With China’s integration with the global economy and the unfolding of market reform,
advertising and other market mechanisms were introduced into the media industry. Many
scholars have looked into the “state-sanctioned” commercialization of the media sector in
China (Zhao, 2007, 2000, 1997; Huang, 2001; Ma, 2000; He, 2003 etc.). “Watchdog on
party leases” (Zhao, 2000), “China’s ‘state-run’ tabloids” (Huang, 2001) and “press in the
orbit of the party state” are common metaphors used to describe the limited degree of
liberalization of the media industry in a post-authoritarian country where an independent
civil society is still embryonic.
Playing multiple roles, serving as government administrative units, commercial
enterprises, public relations firms and advertising companies, media organizations are
vulnerable to both commercial and political forces. Pressured by government censorship,
lured by commercial profits and emboldened by a lack of code of ethics or enforceable
media law, journalists and media institutions are self-censored and corrupt (Zhao, 1997;
Shirk, 2007; McCormick, 2006). As they struggle “between the party line and the bottom
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line”, journalists have to “employ diverse discursive resources to maneuver through the
maze of the highly uncertain political economic terrains of the reforms” and “appropriate
diverse and often conflicting ideas of journalism through their improvised and situated
practices” (Pan and Lu, 2003, p. 215). Chinese traditional media are way behind their
western counterparts in terms of the function to promote democracy and social justice, let
alone the ideal model of public sphere envisioned by Habermas (1989).
However, the momentous development of Internet has brought a sign of change
resulted from the transforming state-society relationship (Zheng, 2008). China’s
technocratic leaderships have been, from the very beginning, proactive in implementing
telecommunication infrastructure and investing in high-tech industry, for they knew the
essential roles new technologies would play in “the third wave of industrialization”
(Zheng, 2008; Zhou, 2005). Being left behind in the first two rounds of industrializations
had thrown the late imperial Chinese government in peril—a fate the communist party
would risk anything to avoid. Now with 253 million netizens, China has replaced the
United States to become the world’s number one Internet user count and more Chinese
netizens (81.5%) read news from the Internet than their American counterparts (71%)
(CINNIC, 2008). Many scholars have observed a nascent public sphere emerging on the
Internet (Zheng, 2008; Tai, 2006; Yang, 2003, 2006; Zhao, 2008; Zhou, 2005). Based on
concrete facts and empirical studies, they have come to important insights of how the
Internet has been gradually altering the current state-society relationship.
The Internet and changing society-state relationship
First of all, the Internet has served as a catalyst for change in traditional media. On the
one hand, consistent with Castells’ (2007) observation that Internet has “created new
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opportunities for non-mainstream political actors to influence the setting and faming of
the political agenda” (p.17), Chinese Internet, “because of its speed and wide reach” has
challenged traditional media’s agenda-setting privilege, “forcing officials, and the print
and television media, to react” (p. 82, Shirk). One the one hand, the Internet has
emboldened the more progressive commercial media to take on controversial news they
couldn’t carry in the past for fear of official ad hoc censorship. On the other, local stories
reported by provincial or municipal media have developed a national or even
transnational scope. The famous “BMW incident” is a good case in point.7
Second, the Internet has, to a certain extent, democratized information transmission
in the post-authoritarian state. Trippi (2004), in his memoir, commented: “If information
is power, then this new technology—which is the first to evenly distribute information—
is really distributing power. The power is shifting from institutions that have always been
run top down, hording information at the top, telling us how to run our lives, to a new
paradigm of power that is democratically distributed and shared by all of us” (p. 4).
Despite his over-confidence in the egalitarianism of the Internet as a new communication
medium, especially in countries like China where censorship and surveillance are the
norm rather than the exception, he was correct in pointing outing the transformation in
information distribution as we enter digital age. Chinese people are known for their
ingenuity to read between the lines of official news for truth in a controlled media
environment (Zhang et al., 2006). This “tradition” led them to come up with creative

7

A rich and powerful BMW driver who ran over and deliberately killed a farmer only got a two-year jail
term. As the news hit the Internet, hundreds and thousands of outraged netizens condemned the unfair trial
and cried foul play, which lead newspapers and televisions to report the news nationwide. Mounting public
interest and pressure has forced the provincial party committee to launch a reinvestigation and closed the
case with a fair retrial and the arrest of a chief investigative officer and a district judge (Tai, 2006).
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tactics to evade and circumvent official censorship (Lee, 2001; Lemon, 2008). In this
light, the information revolution is especially liberating and empowering for Chinese
residents, who may use the power in collective bargain to pressure the government for
change.
Third, the Internet has improved civic awareness and facilitated public debate. It is
well recorded in the history of Communist China that “private interests are purposely
eliminated or at least shadowed by national or collective interests” (Li & Zhong, 2006. p.
156). The anonymous and decentralized nature of online communication has invigorated
public discussion and debate on issues that run the gamut from consumer rights,
entertainment star scandals and sensational local stories to political corruption, social
problems and the political future of China. For instance, in her account of the “Liang
Xianping Storm” that swept over China in 2004, Zhao (2008) described how the Internet,
backed up by progressive commercial press, has triggered nation-wide public debates
over the validity of SOE (state-owned enterprise) reform, liberal economic policy and
ultimately the future direction of China’s political reform, which flouted Deng’s “No
Debate” rule. Though she has pointed out many limitations of the debate, it is no doubt
that the Internet, not only the major commercial portal sites, but also small websites, BBS
forums, newsrooms, personal/collective blogs and the whole p2p network, has played a
key role in moving the discussion forward and giving voices to sidelined “New Left”
intellectuals, concerned middle-class urbanites and marginalized laid-off workers.
Fourth, ordinary Chinese people, deprived of any legal channels of political
participation have found the Internet a perfect alternative for them to articulate problems.
As Li and Zhong (2006) noted that Chinese citizens can only resort to quasi-legal means
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to assertive their political interest like utilizing instrumental personal relationships,
bribing and private complaining. This explains why they have embraced the Internet with
such enthusiasm for political purposes. From Sun Zhigang controversy8, the “BMW
incident” to the “suicide blog diaries”9, Chinese cyberspace has witnessed tidal surges of
populism. Tai observed that “because there is no judicial independence in China and
courts often collude with government officials. Chinese netizens may understandably
redress what they perceive as unfair and unjustified by taking issues into virtual court of
appeal on the Internet and thus swaying the tide of public opinion” (p. xix).
At the same time, Chinese government and politicians, driven by popular sentiment,
are beginning to use the Internet as a barometer to take pulse of public opinion rather
suppressing articulation (Zheng, 2008; Tai, 2006). Premiere Wen Jiaobao, expressed
frankly in many occasions his interest in the Internet (CNN, 2008). Like many American
politicians, Wen maintains a Facebook account with discussion topics spanning from “the
root of Chinese official corruption”, “Tibet Issue” to “Social problems in China”.
President Hu Jintao went online to chat with Chinese netizens during his latest visit to the
official Xinhua News Agency as a symbolic gesture showing the central leadership
attaches importance to online public opinion (Xinhua, 2008).
Last but not least, domestic and international political activists or protestors have
employed Internet communication tools to form collective community for action and to
hold the government accountable for its deeds. Many incidents, for example “Tiger
8

Sun Zhigang, a graphic designer was killed in a local detention centre for not carrying a required
registration permit. Pressured by outraged netizens, the government tried the police abusers and put
an end to the abuse‐ridden detention and custody system. For more details, refer to
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2005/05/rise‐of‐rights/
9 An advertising executive Wang Fei was hunted by Internet users after his wife killed herself and left
all the details of Wang’s betrayal in a public diary blog. For more detailed information, refer to
http://www.forbes.com/2008/11/21/human‐flesh‐search‐tech‐identity08‐cx_cb_1121obrien.html
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Temple”10 and “Nu River Campaign”11, have been well-documented and analyzed by
journalists and scholars from around the world.
Limitations of the Internet
The Internet, as a decentralized, dispersed and easily accessible form of media
technology, has empowered the people and society to challenge the state and to push for
change of the current state-society relationship. But it would be misleading to talk about
Chinese Internet as “unofficial” or to consider the proliferation of the Internet in China as
to the detriment of the government. As we mentioned before that the Chinese government
has been a key player in constructing and consolidating a state-of-the-art
telecommunication system from the very beginning and thus, has been active and
effective in reducing the potential risks that the new technology poses to the regime or
even succeeds in riding the wave of online discussion. At the same time, because of
China’s huge population and uneven distribution of wealth amid the coexistence of
industrialized, industrializing or even agricultural societies, digital divide has excluded a
large portion of the society from the ongoing “revolution”. Therefore, several limitations
of Internet public sphere must be noted.
First, Chinese government’s censorship of the Internet, regarded as “the most
sophisticated Internet control systems in the world”, has summoned all possible measures
to “tame the beast of democratization” (Zeller, 2006). Several methods have been
10

Al Jazeera English in their special report on Chinese Internet, interviewed an activist blogger “Tiger
Temple”—a middle-aged former advertising firm manager, who dismissed his company to commit to
reporting on issues of social injustice in his popular blog. He spends most of his time traveling on a bicycle
to interview marginalized individuals and groups across China. In a latest series of blog posts, “Tiger
Temple” has been running reports on beggars in Beijing and calling for more followers of his campaign to
help homeless people on the streets of the city.
11 Yang (2006) documented an environmental campaign headed by Chinese NGO to stop the construction
of dams in China’s Nu River that threatens local residents and ecosystem. His research revealed four types
of politics, namely information, accountability, symbolic and leverage politics emerged in the online
activism analyzed.
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identified as employed by the government in Internet censorship. Filtering and Blocking
are two of the most visible and widely used. According to a report by Amnesty
International, China has established an advanced filtering system with technologies
provided by international corporations like Cisco and Sun Microsystems. Keywords like
“Democracy”, “Human Rights”, “Dalai Lama” and “Falun Gong” are regularly filtered so
that netizens will not be able to access information undesired by the government (Kumer,
2006). A study by Harvard Law School found that more than 50,000 of the 204.000
Website tested were inaccessible from at least one location in China (Zittrain & Edelman,
2002).
The government also routinely blocks foreign-based political sensitive websites and
shuts down domestic sites, web pages or even individual blogs deemed “harmful” and
politically incorrect. For instance, Youtube and Google News were blocked in the
summer of 2008 after the Tibetan Riot and the ensued western Tibet freedom campaign
to prevent the free-flowing information from getting out of control (Nystedt, 2008).
Numerous domestic sites like “Field of Ideas” and “New Culture Forum” have been
closed during politically sensitive periods (Zheng, 2008).
Many rules, laws and regulations are issued to target both Internet users and service
providers. Even foreign companies like Google, Yahoo! and Microsoft have no choice
but to comply with the government’s mandates if they don’t want to lose the lucrative
market with the world’s largest online population (Thompson, 2004).12 If anything, of the
62 Internet arrests recorded by International Amnesty, 54 are from Mainland China
(Kumer, 2006). Some are accused of “signing an online petition asking for the release of
12

In 2004, Yahoo! was sued by the World Organization for Human Rights for their cooperation with the
Chinese government in tracking down an Internet dissident who was sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment
( Leyden, 2005).
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dissidents”, others are convicted under dubious accusations like “leaking state secret”
“posting essays that criticize the government” (Zheng, 2008).
Table 2 Chinese Netizen Identity

Table 3 Chinese Netizen Age

Source: CINIC (China Internet Network Information Centre, 2008, January) Statistic
survey report of the internet development in China. Accessed at
http://www.cnnic.cn/en/index/

Second, in spite of its large online population, China’s Internet development and
adoption are quite uneven. According to the latest report by CINNIC (China Internet
Network Information Centre), the country’s Internet penetration rate is 19.1%, lower than
the world’s average of 21.1%. The age of Internet users is strikingly young, 50% are
under 24 years’ old, 80% are under 35 (table 2). 30% of the online population is students
whereas only about 1.2% of Internet users are peasants and farmers, who made up more
than 50% of China’s population (table 3). The marked digital divide is echoed by Tai
(2006), who argued that the rural-urban digital divide and the gap between economically
developed and underdeveloped regions are a “big hindrance to the development of the
Internet in China” (p. 291). Zhao’s (2008) case studies of cyber advocacy in China
testified to the social effects of disproportional distribution of netizens. The voices of
peasants, rural migrant labors and laid-off workers, who represent citizens disadvantaged
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by the party-state’s neoliberal economic policies, were absent or marginalized in online
debate. However, she also noted that the complicity of those who benefited from the
reform, namely the urban middle class, young students, intellectuals and even
government officials are not guaranteed. The flow of online public opinions is contingent
and constantly in a flux, as interests of different parties are contested in a transitional
society.
The Missing Piece of the Puzzle
As we have already seen that most of the studies of the Internet in China have focused
on its implications for democratization, specifically how the decentralized nature of the
technology has been redistributing political power by rechanneling the flow of
information and communication. However, as we have demonstrated that postsocialism is
as much a political status-quo as a cultural reality of contemporary Chinese society,
therefore, to understand the subtle changes brought by the new technology to the
postsocialist state-society relationship, we have to comprehend not only the political but
also the sociocultural significance of the Internet for China. Nevertheless, very few, if
any studies have explored the cultural dimensions of Chinese cybersphere (Tsui, 2005),
despite the fact that “Entertainment”, especially “online music”, “instant chatting”,
“online videos” and “computer gaming” have become some of the most popular functions
of Chinese Internet, ranking first, third, fourth and seventh respectively in the latest
CINNIC survey (CINNIC, 2008).
The cultural implications of the Internet and other new media and communication
technologies, compared to their political and social influences, are somewhat underconceptualized even in western academia. As we all know that culture is always political
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and cultural changes can foresee and precipitate transformations at more profound level.
In a piece on new media and democracy coauthored by Henry Jenkins and David
Thorburn, they shrewdly observed that “the effects some have ascribed to networked
computing’s democratic impulses are likely to appear first not in electoral politics, but in
cultural forms: in a changed sense of community, for example, or in a citizenry less
dependent on official voices of expertise and authority” (p. 2). This cultural factor is even
more highlighted by Manuel Castells (1997) who, in his seminal work on the Network
Society, rightly concluded that “the new power (in a network society) lies in the codes of
information and in the images of representation around which societies organize their
institutions, and people build their lives, and decided their behavior” (p. 360). For
Castells, the “embryos of a new society” is sensed through the changing cultural codes,
altering identities and emerging symbolic representations in the “battle over people’s
mind”.
Aram Sinnreich (2007) came up with the term “configurable culture” to describe the
emerging new culture practices made possible by new media and communication
technologies. The unique attributes of the new technologies, namely instantaneous, global,
multi-sensory, archival, transmissible, permutable, editable, networked, interoperable,
customizable and hackable, have enabled unprecedented configurability in culture,
breaking down the dichotomy of cultural consumption and production and challenging
the modern ontological framework. The fact that the Internet, along with other new media
and communication technologies, has empowered ordinary people to produce and
distribute their own cultural products, rather than being passive cultural consumers has
profound implications for the changing state-society relationship in postsocialist China.
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Not only will it rock the already precarious foundations of cultural authority plagued by
an enlarging ideological gap, it will also constitute an important and more accessible
weapon in people’s fight for social change and demand for a more democratic society.
Obviously, the missing piece of the puzzle of Chinese Internet is the cultural impact
and egao has provided us a perfect case to understand Chinese cyber culture. Situated at
the intersection of culture consumption and production, politics and everyday life, egao
allows us to gauge the changes occurred since the dawning of the Internet technology
through a cultural lens and to witness the negotiations between the old and new cultural
forces in postsocialist China.
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Chapter 3: From Grass Roots Resistance to “Commercial Recuperation”: Three
Egao Cases
Hu Ge, the Trailblazer of Chinese Egao
A Murder Case Started With a Steamed Bun
Ask a Chinese netizen “who is the most popular public figure on the Internet in
2006?” and many would tell you Hu Ge. A former radio show host and an obscure 31year-old freelance sound engineer in Shanghai, Hu shot to fame in 2006 with his 20minute Egao video A Murder Case Started With a Steamed Bun. The video is a mash-up
of the movie The Promise, a 40 million dollar extravaganza advertised as a “mythical
epic”. Directed by Chan Kaige, who was known to the western audience for his Golden
Palm Award winner Farewell, my concubine, The Promise was the most expected movie
of the year until its release—it turned out to be a huge disappointment!
Hu Ge in His Studio
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After watching the The Promise, Hu Ge, a movie-lover, feeling disenchanted and
cheated of his 10-dollar ticket, vented off his frustration by writing up a long review
criticizing the movie in his personal BBS. Still not quite satisfied, he decided to “tell a
different story, a funny story”. So he bought a one-dollar pirated DVD from a local trader
near his rented apartment in Suburban Shanghai, and went to work on his computer. Five
days have passed and the “steamed bun” is ready to be served! Hu has single-handedly
transformed the epic into a mock legal-investigative TV show. He did this by mashing up
selected clips from the original movie with a CCTV prime-time legal show, photoshoped
pictures, and redubbed the lines and added background music to fit into his own
nonsensical plotline (Zhang & Wang, 2006).
Picture From the Video—The Steamed Bun

The video opens with a short clip cut from the prime-time show China Legal Report,
which usually reports on crime cases recently solved by the People’s Police. A deadpan
host is presenting “a mysterious murder case”— manager Mr. Wang was killed in broad
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daylight in his “Ring Circled by Ring” Recreational Centre by a veiled knight dressed in
black. Then the scene shifted to “the murder site” where the concubine Qingcheng
(Manager Wang’s wife) and the emperor (Manager Wang) were fighting on the rooftop
of a royal palace (Recreational Centre). The host went on: “This is the recreational centre
where the murder took place. The centre was on the verge of bankruptcy due to its
unfavorable location. Employees had not been paid for months. Now what you see on the
screen is Zhang Qingcheng, manager Wang’s wife, a model working for the centre,
whose routine job is to take on and off her clothes in public.” (Zhang was shown taking
on and off her silk dress by a computer-made special effect with the soundtrack playing
an old-fashioned Chinese love song). Then the host continued: “According to the insider
of the case, the two of them had not been paid for two months and were threatening to
commit suicide if not given their wages.” A clip of the emperor monologues with a sword
in hand was thrown in with Hu’s affected hoarse voice re-dubbing “The central
government has reiterated not to delay or owe rural migrant workers their wages but why
haven’t I got my share!” What followed was a martial art showcase from the original
movie between the emperor and his concubine, only this time the medieval emperor was
shouting out online chatting argot: “Give me all the access codes for your IP, IC, or IQ
card or I’ll kill you!”
Now that you have a sense of egao, the rest of the 20-munite video is more or less a
hilarious spoof like this. To highlight some funny scenes:
The surveillance camera in the “recreational centre” recorded an important piece of
evidence: An armored general (a Japanese-turned city clerk who came to China to “right
the wrongs Japan done to China during the World War) shouted to his slaves: “Listen! It
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is forbidden to do business here on the street without License. Don’t let me see you here
again!” The scene was followed by the show host complimenting the city clerk by
quoting Mao Zedong, in the cliché way common in party propaganda, “A foreigner,
without any selfish motive, contributes to China’s modernization enterprise with all his
heart. How great this internationalist spirit is!”

During the final trial in court, debate between the plaintiff and the defendant was
remixed into rap music with MC Hammer humming in the background “U can’t touch
this”.
Albert Einstein appeared in one scene to explain why the defendant was able to fly
when he ran at the speed of light. A picture of him writing the famous formula “E=mc2
on the blackboard was photoshoped into him showing “The Promise= Boredom2”.

Two TV commercials were shown during the “commercial break”—one for a hair
gel brand “Goddess Man”: the goddess “Man” of the original movie whose hair was
made to stand up to convey a sense of magic said with a smile on her face: “The gel that
cannot make your hair stand up is counterfeit. Please check the brand “Goddess Man”
carefully when you purchase it”. Another one for “Escape for life” trainer: a straw shoe
worn by the slave in the original movie who seemed to be running at the speed of light all
the time.
Picture From the Video—The Legal Show Host
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Before we move on to introduce the battle the “steamed bun” triggered between
cultural elite and grassroots, let’s first dig into the case further to explore its significance
beyond laughter. Following the Saussurean tradition, Dick Hebdige noted the ideological
function of signification:
“All aspects of culture possess a semiotic value, and the most taken-for-granted phenomena
can function as signs: as elements in communication systems governed by semantic rules and
codes which are not themselves directly apprehended in experience. These signs are, then, as
opaque as the social relations which produce them and which they re-present. In other words,
there is an ideological dimension to every signification”.

Hall et al. (1976) also explained how hegemony works by framing all competing
definitions within their range and to make relationships of domination and subordination
appear natural and transparent by controlling the means of cultural production and
reproduction. Their analysis of British working class subculture is worth extensive
quoting:
“Commodities are, also, cultural signs. They have already been invested, by the dominant
culture, with meanings, associations, social connotations. Many of these meanings seem fixed and
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natural. But this is only because the dominant culture has so full appropriated them to its use, that
the meanings which it attributes to the commodities have come to appear as the only meaning
which they can express. In fact, in cultural systems, there is no natural meaning as such…This
trivial example shows that it is possible to expropriate, as well as to appropriate, the social
meanings which they seem naturally to have: or, by combining them with something else, to
change or inflect their meaning. Because the meanings which commodities express are socially
given—Marx called commodities “social hieroglyphs”—their meaning can also be socially
altered or reconstructed.”

Under this light, if we consider The Promise and China Legal Report culture
commodities that circulate dominant cultural signs, Hu Ge, through his own “aberrant
encoding” (to borrow a term from Umberto Eco) of the cultural texts, refused to passively
accept their “authorized” connotations. By appropriating the dominant cultural signs to
accommodate alternative interpretations, he has inflected the cultural meanings or
ideologies embedded in those signs. If the words and tone of the legal show host from
CCTV signify authority and absolute truth, by hijacking his words and adopting his tone
to tell something that is completely out of context, Hu has ridded him off his authority
and has rendered his words meaningless or even hilarious.
If The Promise tried to engage viewers fully emotionally to weep and laugh with its
characters by following the “correct” cultural codes, Hu’s “steamed bun” invites a sort of
critical reading and encourages skepticism and questions. This is achieved through
replacing the old “anchorage” between images and texts in the original movies and
disrupting the smooth “relay” of dialogues/music and scenes/images (Barthes, 1977). The
picture below captured from the original video is a perfect example of this “reanchorage”. The video clip of the medieval mythic goddess was mashed up with a picture
of hair gel typically in advertisements with subtitles running: “The gel that cannot make
your hair stand up is counterfeit. Please check the brand “Goddess Man” carefully when
you purchase it.”
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Picture From the Video—Goddess Man Hair Gel

By re-anchoring the medieval goddess with contemporary everyday commodity
and advertising language, Hu has “de-contextualized” both the original movie and the
advertisement to direct audience attention to the real life identity of “Goddess Man” as a
famous Chinese actress (also the wife of director Chen). In doing so, Hu has essentially
demystified the phony tricks often employed by advertisers to sell their products by
selling cultural codes carried by the brand. On a syntagmatic level, by disrupting the
“relay” of messages, or in other words, through the intertextual reconfiguration of images
and texts, he has disrupted the smooth transmission of a series of dominant cultural codes
so as to destroy the official or authoritative aura around the original texts. That is why
towards the end of the “legal show” when the host preached about the “lessons learned
from the murder case”, the audience laughed at the hypocrisy of official doctrines. In a
word, the “steamed bun” is politically subversive because it represents grassroots’
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resistance and challenge of dominant ideology through resignification of mainstream
cultural signs.
“Big Director” Vs. The People

The video became an instant hit on the Internet. Nangfang Weekend, one of China’s
most popular commercial media, recorded Hu Ge’s experience:
“ I made the video on December 31, 2005 and sent it to a couple of my best friends as New Year
gift on the morning of January 1st. I also posted it on my personal BBS. When I woke up next
afternoon (I am night owl), there were already more than 20 responses to my videos on the BBS.
A few days’ later, I found my video in many different websites and strangers are talking about my
video and I. Not long after, it was everywhere on the Internet and my personal BBS was
transformed into the base of “steamed bun” fans.” (Zhang & Wang, 2006)

However, this is only the beginning of the story. The piece of lampoon that has
cracked the nation up turned out to be a “terrific affront” to Chen, the director of The
Promise (Marquand, 2006). While still in Berlin for the film festival, he accused Hu of
“being shameless” and threatened to sue him for copyright infringement and personal
defamation (Coonan, 2006). The response of the director has triggered a nation-wide
uproar on the Internet and the “Steamed Bun Case” was quickly transformed into a
grassroots’ battle against the elite. A news commentary from the progressive Southern
Metropolis Daily said: “Brother, you hang in there and go all the way with the
comedy. If you lose, we will raise money for you! We will donate money for art that the
people like!”(Qiao, 2006). According to an online survey conducted by Chinese portal
website Netease, 85% (14,760) of the netizens responded supported Hu while only 5%
(843) voted for Chen (Qiao, 2006). Some of the responses posted by “Steamed Bun fans”
on www.1mantou.com, (a website for egao movie, now closed due to censorship), give us
a glimpse of the enormous support Hu won from Chinese netizens.
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“Brother Hu’s frequent exposure by media during the lawsuit will surely attract a lot of
advertisers. He might be invited to make commercials. Even if he lost the lawsuit, we netiznes
would still stand by him. We would organize donations and help him pull through this with our
saliva (meaning verbal support) and money!”
(From “Salty Vegetable Bun” from “On the benefits for Brother Hu if Chen files an lawsuit”)
“We have to win this case, not just for Hu Ge, but also for us netizens and movie fans.
This winter, Hu Ge has brought us real fun and new dreams. Friends on this website who study
law, please use your professional weapons to fight for Hu Ge!”
(From “Little Steamed Bun” from “We Have to Win the Case!”)

Chen Kaige Vs. Hu Ge

Many mainstream media, including two prime-time programs on CCTV, have
picked up the news as “a new Internet phenomenon”. According to Hu Ge’s own account
in his blog, so many media want to interview him right after the release of the video that
he had to quit his job (freelance sound engineer) and talk to journalists all day. Even
when he turned off his cell phone and stopped answering emails, some journalists came
to his apartment directly without appointment. Under immense public pressure and a big
chance of losing the case under current Chinese copyright law, Chen decided to drop the
lawsuit on the condition that Hu apologizes to him publicly.
Turning Egao into a Career
Hu willingly accepted the offer but continued to make egao videos with a
vengeance. Immediately after he settled the case with Chen, he made a longer and more
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complex video titled “Empire of Spring Festival Transportation” to lampoon state-owned
transportation companies and the black market which sell tickets at high prices. Only this
time the target for mashing up is a foreign movie—The Man in Black. In the following
year, Hu Ge made two commercials in the form of egao video to cash in on his fame—
one for a Beijing-based real estate company and another for a comedy movie. At the
same time, with enough money in his pocket and financial back-up of advertisers, Hu
started to shoot his own short Internet movies in the style of egao.
Hu Ge Interview by Media

As more and more people start to watch his movies, Hu grows bolder in expressing
his political view. By the time I interviewed him through email in the October of 2008, he
has already produced three online movies running from 30 to 47 minutes. First released
on a Chinese video sharing website “Six Rooms” and available to all netizens free of
charge, all three movies make international politics (Iraq War, North Korea and weapons
of mass destruction) the target of parody but very frequently allude to Chinese domestic
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politics. For instance, Hu’s latest movie 007 Vs. The Pork Prince appears to be a spoof of
authoritarianism in North Korea. On a closer look, it touches upon many domestic
sociopolitical issues. For instance, “pork prince” got his nickname from stealing every
piece of pork he can lay his hands on, which makes pork a rare commodity, hinting at the
food price inflation caused by an overheated domestic economy. In a quite controversial
scene, the King, whose look and dress resembles North Korean leader Kim Jong-il,
received his ministers in the royal court:
Minister A: To celebrate our King’s 40 Birthday, the state treasury is going to disburse a million
Yuan to throw a party in “Royal Court Hotel”.
(The King raised one figure)
King’s Eunuch: One million? Make it ten million!
Minister B: Dear King, according to CNN, George W. Bush called you a dictator. I felt very
angry!
(The King raised two figures)
King’s Eunuch: Take him down, Shuang Gui! (literally means “double designations”. A
communist terminology referring to “intense questioning of corrupt officials in a designated place
at a designated time)
Minister C: Two BBS Tianya and Kaidi (two political progressive BBS in China) were occupied
by elites (right wing advocates of liberalism). The situation is very dangerous!
(The King raised five figures)—a mockery of Government-employed Internet censors who are
paid 50 cents for every post they write on major BBS to channel the flow of public opinions.

Just like the “steamed bun” and most of the videos made by Hu Ge, this short clip is
highly intertextual, referencing texts from diverse contexts and sources (imperial China,
North Korea, Postsocialist China, cyberspace, United States etc.) to achieve a satirical
and humorous effect. But under the surface of seemingly effortless humor is biting
criticism and witty subversion. For example, “Shuang Gui”, a political terminology
unique to postsocialist Chinese society is juxtaposed with feudalistic royal court,
totalitarian leaders, and Internet chatting argots to deride the corrupt and authoritarian
government and how ridiculous it looks in a globalized and networked world.
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What is more significant is the flow of discussions Hu Ge’s videos have generated and
the popular trend of egao he kicked off in cyberspace. From video sharing site, BBS,
personal blog to portal website and even mainstream media, people seem never to grow
tired of chewing over his videos. Discussions not only revolve around the ingenious jokes
but also cover more profound topics like whether his videos are vulgar culture or
politically significant art? Or what does Hu Ge mean to China and what does Hu Ge’s
popularity speak of Chinese society. Some comments posted on “Baidu Paste Bar” and
“Hu Ge Video Workshop” may give you a taste of the discussion:
Before China establishes a full-blown supervisory system, we will need people like Huge. Even
emperors in ancient China would listen to dissident, why can’t the party tolerate Hu Ge? (From
125.92.34.*)
What our society lacks now are people who dare speak truth to power! We want justice not lies!
(From 123.159.0.*)
Hu Ge didn’t commit any crime unless you think that “quoting” terminologies used to brainwash
us everyday is crime. (From 60.20.207.*)
Support Hu Ge! His work serves as an emotional outlet for people in a society that they are able
to change. My only hope is that make your criticism subtler otherwise you may provoke the
authority. (From KZCXJ)

Just like Wang Shuo who created a signature style that turned him into a cultural
icon two decades ago, for some, especially young people, Hu has become the symbol of
cultural rebellion and grassroots hero in the age of the Internet, a point we shall return.
Only this time, new technologies and the Internet have greatly lowered the threshold of
participation to see the year 2006 as “All-out Egao Year” (Huang, 2006). “It started with
a steamed bun. Now it's a whole new genre, expanding into a popular online contest”,
commented a China Daily news article titled “Rebel with a Mouse” (Wu & Wen, 2006).
Three years have passed since Chinese netizens first discovered the “steamed bun”. Now
egao has overwhelmed the virtual space and has even migrated to the offline world.
Movies and TV series made in the style of egao like the Crazy Stone, a small-budget
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movie directed by a 29-year-old Chinese director defeated domestic and imported
extravaganzas like Mission Impossible III and Superman Returns to claim box office
champion of 2006 (Sina.com, 2006). A local restaurant in Chang Sha, the hometown of
Mao Zedong, even put up a photoshoped picture of the famous oil painting “the grand
ceremony of the founding of the PRC” to announce “the debut of the ‘big pot’ of
communal living” in mockery of the communist equalitarian ideology (Ma, 2006).
Political Incorporation, Chinese Style
However, like most subcultures with unique styles, egao has been facing
incorporations by the mainstream culture from its birth. In Subculture: Meaning of Style,
Hebdige (1979) discussed two forms of incorporation: “the conversion of subcultural sign
(dress, music etc.) into mass-produced objects (i.e. the commodity form) or by “the
labeling and re-definition of deviant behavior by dominant groups—the police, the
media, the judiciary” (i.e. the ideological form).
The official “egao-bashing campaign” did not start until a netizen named “Hu Dao
Ge” (obviously attempted to ride the wave of Hu Ge’s popularity) sent shivers down the
spines of the authority by turning a “red cannon” film The Sparking Red Star into a spoof
video of CCTV’s singing talent competition. By re-editing and re-dubbing selected
scenes from the original film, “Hu Dao Ge” has reduced the teenage revolutionary hero
Pan into an aspiring young singer who worshipped fame and money, made the
reactionary enemies corrupt judges and show producers, and transformed the Communist
revolution into something like an American Idol campaign. In response to the “overt act
of profanity”—subversion of revolutionary messages and official cultural campaign, the
party authority has taken a series of measures--organizing nation-wide “expert seminars”
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to “discuss strategies to stamp out egao”; publishing editorials and news commentaries in
state-owned media and journals that condemn the malicious effects of egao (Cai, 2006);
putting forward new internet regulations to get tough on “online spoofs of films,
celebrities and Communist Party icons” (Macartney, 2006) etc.
In an attempt to establish an effective monitoring system of online audio-video
production, the State Administration for Radio, Film and Television (SARFT) and the
Ministry of Information Industry have issued Regulations on Administration of Internetbased Audio-Video Program Services in 2008, which only allows state-owned or statecontrolled companies to operate audio-video website and requires all existing audio-video
websites to obtain a renewable license (SARFT, 2007). In our interview, I asked Hu
about the impact of new regulations on egao videos. His responded:
“No direct impact is felt so far. But indirect impact is big. Specifically, many smaller videosharing sites or those that disqualify the requirements have been shut down. As a result, there are
fewer platforms to disseminate egao videos, which makes it easier for the government to interfere
with video production and distribution through regulating the website. But it doesn’t really matter
whether those regulations exist or not since the political system of China dictates that any
government branch can interfere with cultural and artistic production. So the real issue here is the
our unique political system.”

Highly aware of the risk associated with egao in a “unique political system”, Hu always
avoids rattling authority’s nerve. In an interview with Nang Fang People, he tried very
hard to stay away from political incorrect answer:
Journalist: Some people call you “hero of the grassroots” or “internet hero”. They endow
you with a lot of significant meanings. How do you look at this?
Hu: Ah? Meanings? I don’t see any meaning. I don’t want to get involved with heroism. It’s
too heavy a word for me.
J: I see your second work Empire of Spring Transportation touches upon the social concerns
of contemporary China. Do you pay much attention to politics?
Hu: Yes.
J: But you don’t look like somebody who would keep abreast with current affairs?
Hu: I do care about politics, but secretively.
J: Why secretively?
Hu: It’s not necessary to let people know.
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J: Your third work The Legend of Suppressing Mt. Birdcage Bandits is a parody on George
W. Bush and Saddam Hussain, so you always concern your work with foreign politics?
Hu: Yes.
J: Ever thought about Chinese politics?
Hu: Chinese politics concerns too many interest groups. It is too difficult to deal with.

As we can see that while Hu is eager to express his political opinions in egao work, he is
very reluctant to admit so in public. In my email exchanges with him, he also
demonstrated similar ambiguities in his response:
“I can’t announce in public that I am interested in politics because the government will become
alerted to me. If that happens, I would be even more restrained in my work. Very different from
western society, nobody in Chinese entertainment industry dare say or do anything that the
official might deem politically inappropriate. So I make videos for fun. If you see anything
political in them, it is because I pay attention to politics in daily life…you know, government has
many means to publish famous people like me…”

For Hu Ge and other media and cultural producers in China, be it grassroots or
mainstream, it will be very risky to express political heresy in their work. Even on the
Internet, as we’ve reviewed in the first chapter, political activists can face srious
consequences if identified. However, relying on satire and humor, egao attempts to
“speak truth to power” by exposing the lies and contradictions in official or dominant
cultural discourse for the sake of the public. In their analysis of The Daily Show
phenomenon, Boler and Turpin identified the function of The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart as representing the “average citizen and broadcasting their views” in a time when
there is a “widely-shared frustration and perception that the news media is failing
democracy” (p. 388). They compared Jon Stewart to the Shakespearian “court jester”
who is able to speak truth to power because he is not supposed to be taken seriously and
concluded that The Daily Show is “saying the unsaid, and saying it for the unheard
populace” (p.393). In the similar vein, in a country where truth is often suppressed or
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bent to serve the absolute power, by way of playing the “court jester”, egao practitioners
have circumvented official censorship to speak out truth disguised in the form of parody.

You Say “User-Generated”, I Say “Professional-Engineered”
--Jiao Yang and Commercial Egao
If the September 1977 Cosmopolitan that featured punk-themed fashion and the
famous aphorism “To shock is chic” announced the demise of punk culture (Hebdige,
1979), the commercial incorporation of egao culture in postsocialist China is both
constraining and liberating. Commercial mass cloning of egao and sponsoring of
grassroots practitioners have made political/ideological control hard to convince and
enforce, which contributed to the proliferation of egao work. Nevertheless, since most
media and Internet companies are living at the mercy of government censorship, many
commercial egao works have been ridded off its resistant message and reduced to what
Jameson (1991) bemoaned as postmodern “pastiche” rather than “parody”. However, just
like the official control and censorship that are quite whimsy and uncertain, dotted by
grey areas and unenforceable rules, commercial egao videos are also full of ambiguities
and contradictions.

Jiao Yang In Front of His Computer
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28-year-old Jiao Yang is one of the “professional” egao practitioners. The computer
engineer-turned video director works for an online video company based in Beijing.
Unlike Hu Ge who makes video mainly for fun or personal expression, Jiao embark on
egao to earn a living. By the time I interviewed Jiao by phone, I have already read several
newspaper articles about him. Interestingly, I found many gaps and inconsistencies in
media’s representation of him. For instance, some depicted him as amateur egao video
makers like average Youtube uploaders while others called him professional, but shunned
from bringing up the brands he’s been advertising, though they are highly recognizable
even to easy viewers. One possible explanation would be that those advertisers, like Sony
and its PSP blog, wants to fake viral “user-generated content” (Weaver, 2006). But
Chinese consumers don’t seem to be bothered by the authenticity and sincerity of the socalled “grassroots video”, as almost all videos made by Jiao Yang enjoy extremely high
click-through rate and most of them receive favorable responses from viewers.
Jiao Yang disclosed to me that three essential “commercial secrets” made his videos
successful, namely targeting latest box office hits as materials for mash-up, addressing
social concerns of the public and redubbing video dialogues in different dialects rather
than mandarin Chinese. For average Chinese netizens who prefer to download pirated
movies on the Internet rather than to go to the theatres, mash-up of hit movies can attract
a lot of traffic from viewers who are searching for downloads. As there are very few
other means for people to express their social concerns, all kinds of user-generated sites
online have been filled with groundswell of discussions, complaints or debates on
concrete social issues. Therefore, videos that sympathetic to such hot topics are sure to
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strike a chord with average netizens. For instance, drawing from his own experience as a
white collar worker in Beijing fresh out of school, Jiao incorporated plots like stock
market loss and soaring housing prices into his work, which echoed the concerns of the
majority of Chinese netizens who are young to middle aged urban office employees.
Finally, the transformation of unified mandarin discourses that dominate almost all
movies and advertisements into at least five major Chinese dialects has added a
humorous and liberating touch to the videos.
If anything, the well-deliberated “commercial secrets” remind us of Bakhtin’s novel
and carnival. If the maze of experience communicated through diverse discourses in the
videos resembles the “heteroglossia” and “dialogism” in Dostoevsky’s novel—the
polyphonic voices of the “high” and the “low” that reflect the heterogeneous society at
large, than an online community indulged in viewing, discussing and laughter puts us in
thought of the medieval carnival envisioned to empower and liberate the lower strata of
the society. Looking through this lens, like Hu Ge, Jiao Yang’s egao videos not only
constitute a part of the alternative voices uttered by a long-suppressed people empowered
by new communication technologies, they also accelerate the free flowing discussions
around issues, concerns or simply emotions which would have been omitted or muffled if
not for the Internet.
However, unlike Hu Ge, for whom “commercial incorporation” mainly comes in the
form of patronage and sponsorship, Jiao Yang and his works are part of the incorporation
campaign to neutralize the subcultural resistance of egao to the extent that it is acceptable
to the mainstream and suitable for economic exploitation. To say this is by no means to
pull all the progressive teeth out from egao as a parody genre, rather is to point out the
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ambiguities of the grassroots culture along the ambivalent state-society nexus in
postsocialist China. Just like the deepening commercialization of the mainstream Chinese
media, marketization of egao culture has brought practitioners both liberation and
vulnerability, only this time the Internet has tipped the scales towards the culturally
powerless, but only to a limited degree. In this context, we will be in a better position to
understand the ambiguities and contradictions in Jiao Yang’s videos as a result of perhaps
unconscious negotiations between expressive impulse and commercial intent in a
censored cultural environment.
Mashing up Lust, Caution
One of Jiao Yang’s most publicized video is a mash-up of the movie Lust, Caution by
Academy Award-winning director Ang Lee. Set in Japanese-occupied China during the
World War II, the original movie tells the story of a group of nationalist Chinese students
who tried but failed to kill a high-ranking official of the puppet government. In Jiao’s
version, the grand killing scheme was transformed into a plan of collaborative plagiarism
hatched by students to pass the Chinese College English Test—Level 4 (CET 4). By way
of background information, CET 4 is a mandatory English exam for Chinese college
students to receive college degree. Since for many Chinese college students English is not
a necessary skill, the exam is notorious for giving rise to a wide spectrum of business
ranging from exam preparation kit to weekend lectures and ghostwriters.
Students Plotting Plagiarism In the Video
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The short video of three and a half minutes opened with a conversation between a staff
officer and the official (School Principal) who were discussing measures to get tough on
rising plagiarism in CET 4. Then it shifted to a scene where students spoken different
dialects were talking over plans of plagiarism in patriotic fervor and agreed on sending
one girl to cram for the test under the instruction of the “best CET 4 teacher in the
country”. Everything went as planned until the plagiarizers were taken down by police
officers (school staff) armed with “156 sim card”, a new product of China Telecom. By
now, the true intention of the video as an advertisement for China Telecom was revealed.
In the “mobilization meeting”, the lead staff announced:
“Principal Yang has ordered us to get tough on plagiarism. So we decided to use wireless remote
surveillance. During the exam, we will monitor the students by telescope from a distance. Once
we spot the plagiarizer, we will contact each other by cell phone. Then we will catch and kill
them all! The school will equip us with ‘156 sim card’. (In the tone of advertising) Connection
through “156” is strong and excellent! Unless you use it, you won’t know how convenient it is!”
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In the last scene, the plagiarizers were arrested and convicted of “failing to observe the
school discipline ‘day day study, good good up” (a mash-up of Chairman Mao’s
quotation “good good study, day day up”).
Implanted Ads for China Unicom in Jiao Yang’s Video

In our interview, Jiao told me that back in college, many of his friends who were
talented and well-trained in their professions, had a hard time passing CET 4 and some of
them had to graduate without a college degree, which became a big disadvantage in job
hunting. This inspired him to tell a story of CET 4. As we read further into the story, if
the students’ collaborative plagiarism can be seen as a kind of grassroots’ resistance and
rebellion against higher education institution and its evaluation system, “156 sim card”,
the product advertised in the video, has played a “not-so-cool” role in suppressing and
co-opting forces of anti-authority. When I asked Jiao why not make a “happier” ending,
he responded:
“My video would be a total failure if it is taken down since commercial interests are involved. So
I have to make it “mainstream” in the end otherwise it might get “harmonized” (a euphemism for
censorship referencing the party’s policy of “constructing a harmonious society”) by any video
sharing site. If I let those students succeed, the video would probably have been taken down long
ago”
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Designed for advertising and entertainment, the video does not lend itself well to any
serious interpretation. However, its ambiguous plot and symbolic meaning betray the tugof-war of artist expression, commercial interest and mainstream cultural values inside its
creator, which reflects the constant negotiations among the people, the market and the
party-state on a broad level in postsocialist China.
Between the Market and the Government
Since its emergence in 2005, video sharing websites as platforms for usergenerated audio-visual content have attracted attentions of democratic activists and
government regulators alike (Willmoss, 2006). The government has been especially
cautious towards those venture-backed sites, since unlike China’s print and broadcasting
media which are operated by state-owned corporations or domestic companies, those sites
are heavily invested by foreign firms like Sequoia Capital and Disney's Steamboat
Ventures. Apart from the licensing regulations discussed before, almost all sites have
experienced temporary shut down during political sensitive period for alleged “technical
problems” (Eldon, 2008; Anderson, 2008). Surviving sites have no choice but to form a
complicated self-censorship system to avoid losing their licenses.
In an interview with Rick Martin, Gary Wang, CEO of China’s most popular video
sharing site Tudou.com, talked about their three-layered censorship mechanism that
consists of mechanical censoring, editor censoring and community-based peer censoring,
complaining about the enormous amount of manual labor and risks associated with
censorship. However, Wang also revealed that though overt political dissent videos and
pornography are not tolerated, for most politically sensitive videos, they just “hide them a
little bit” or “temporarily take them down” (Martin, 2006). As a result, sandwiched
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between market profits and state regulations, Chinese video sharing sites are “living on
the bleeding edge of what’s permissible” (Eldon, 2008).
Actually, a few days after Jiao Yang’s spoof of Lust, Caution first hit the Internet, it
suddenly disappeared from all websites one day, not for communicating the “wrong”
message, but for getting involved with the “wrong” movie. The State Administration of
Radio, Film and Television (SARFT) has banned the movie in the midst of the Annual
Conference of the People’s National Congress for its “sexual content” and “glorification
of traitors and insulting to patriot” (Chu, 2008). At the height of the drama, many Internet
discussions about the movie were deleted, let alone mash-up video. For Jiao Yang’s viral
ads business that is paid on click through rate, this meant zero returns. Fortunately, the
video was put back after the latest round of regulatory winds had shifted away. Jiao
confessed that after this incident he has learnt to stay as far from sensitive issues as
possible. “Though the Internet offers more freedom to people like me to toy with their
ideas, it is still quite limited”, said Jiao.
When asked whether there was any contradiction between grassroots cultural
production and commercial incorporation, he said yes but was very reluctant to offer any
example. “You know, I think I am a professional video director who use ‘grassroots’ as a
platform”, said Jiao, “many of my voice actors are professional and my videos are
skillfully edited. I am exploring a new business model, a new way of advertising based
on the Internet. And so far it’s going pretty well. Egao is no longer reserved for the
grassroots.”
Alternative Media, Egao Style
--Murong Xuan and Her Team
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Her fans call her Xuan Xuan. Media brand her as the “First News Singer” or “Nation’s
Best Female Podcaster”. Her real name is Murong Xuan, a 27-year-old singer who rose to
prominence on the Internet in 2006. Teamed up with a lyric writer, a sound engineer and
two video editors, Xuan is famous for rewriting old song lyrics to discuss current news
and performing them in mash-up music videos of photoshped pictures and flash. Xuan
made her debut as an “Internet Star” in early 2006 when she played a role in “Trueman
Comics”, a comic series made of pictures of real people. Before that, she performed in
pubs and occasionally company-sponsored events, living an insecure lifestyle typical of
the so-called “Beijing Drifters”—young migrant artists or university graduates who come
to Beijing to seek opportunities.
Like Hu Ge and Jiao Yang, Murong Xuan’s mash-up videos are satirical and popular
among netizens, making use of online discourses and relying heavily on popular culture.
Unlike them, she updates her video quite frequently (at least once a week), usually
focuses her video on latest news or controversial news figures, and actually performs in
each video. If anything, her vlogs syndicated simultaneously on at least four videosharing sites appear to be some sort of weekly video magazine that can receive up to
more than ten million hits in weeks. I spent several days reviewing her videos, checking
up on their background information before I met with her for an interview. After two
hours’ chat, I come to the conclusion that “alternative media” will be the best description
of what the team of five has been doing. Their online video news commentaries not only
constitute an alternative to mainstream media in their form but also in sourcing.
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Murong Xuan Sings on Stage

Xuan’s video news differs from mainstream
media in the way it is presented as song
parodies. Similar to its western counterpart,
Chinese media have witnessed a trend of
tabloidization as a result of increasing commercialization. However, never before was
serious news concerning social and political issues communicated in such a lighthearted
way, let alone delivered in familiar music tunes and everyday language. This, according
to Xuan, is one of the reasons for their success. “People like our videos because they talk
about important stuff in an entertaining way. They are simple, easy to follow and
remember for ordinary netizens”. At the same time, the songs are usually performed in
first person point of view and address the viewers on an equal footing as friends. This
marked subjectivity challenges the assumption of objectivity in mainstream media and
makes her news more relatable and reliable, as Matheson and Allan (as cited in Atton,
2008) argued about blog news that “readers trusted the bloggers because their methods
were transparently subjective” (p. 223).
The videos also distinguish themselves from traditional media in terms of
perspectives and sources cited. Atton’s (2008) analysis of alternative media again offers
two important insights that alternative media give access to a much wider range of voices
and that they usually treat elite sources with suspicion. Similarly, while mainstream
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media are heavily framed and censored by the government, Xuan’s videos address the
concerns of ordinary netizens and are based on their opinions. While it is still debatable
to what extent are netizens free from the agenda set by mainstream media and the
government, a point we will address later, studies reviewed in the first chapter about
Chinese Internet support an emerging online public sphere. In fact, Xuan confessed to me
that their ultimate goal in making music video news is to become “the mouthpiece of the
people” (in comparison to mainstream media as mouthpiece of the government). “My
lyric writer, video editors and I spend much time reading news and discussions in BBS,
portal sites, and personal blogs”, said Xuan, “it is very much like doing audience
research. We learn about what concerns our potential viewers and their perspectives and
we go with the flow of public opinion.”
The Studio of Murong Xuan and Her Team

While achieving enormous popularity by pandering to online public opinion, Xuan
and her team have done little to challenge the rationality and legitimacy of those ideas.
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Attracting eyeballs of fun-seeking netizens, many of the videos seem to be speaking to
their emotions rather than minds. I believe a critical reading of two videos Don’t behave
like CNN and Blood-Stained Glory—A Tribute to Nail House will help us to better
understand their strength and limitations with regard to Chinese postsocialist society.
Blood-Stained Glory— A Tribute to Nail House
Nail house is a Chinese phrase referring to houses whose owners refuse to make way
for real estate developers and are left sticking out in bulldozed construction site like a nail
hard to pull out. The so-called “nail house phenomenon” that reflects disputes between
developers and house owners common in many countries is especially emblematic of the
ambiguous relationships between the residents, developers and the government in the
postsocialist developing country. Lucrative real estate profits and corruption make bad
bedfellows as illegal land seizures, inadequate compensation and resettlement subsidies
run rampant in a socialist country where lands are owned by the state. Real estate
disputes have become a major source of unrest in China.
The music video Blood-Stained Glory—A Tribute to Nail House was a commentary on
“the coolest nail house in history”, a nail house in Chongqing whose residents had been
holding out for more than two years without water or electricity and refused to make way
for a new shopping mall. The sensational picture in which the precarious house of two
floors stood like an island in the 30ft man-made pit in downtown Chongqing first came
out in a BBS in late February, 2007. This was perfect timing since the government had
just passed the landmark law of Property Rights which would come into effect in
October. The news quickly spread all over the cyberspace and even made it offline into
mainstream media and had attracted media attention worldwide. Xuan and her team
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created the video amidst the heat of discussions on private property rights and social
justice triggered by the news and the new bill. The song is a rewrite of Blood Stained
Glory, an old song written in 1987 commemorating heroes died in China’s war against
Vietnam. The new lyric went like this:
(Owner of the “coolest nail house in history” monologuing) “Corruption! Trample on my
property rights. I’ve never informed of anything. It’s all mafia work!”
(Xuan Singing) This is my blood and sweat, my private property. Suddenly it’s going to be
demolished.
I’ve witnessed others’ misery and now I regret for keeping silent.
You’ll never know who’s next.
Property Law has just passed and they dare take me down.
Do I have a choice except for living on the street?
Once it collapses, it will never stand up. Will there be any hope left?
Something I can never understand. Why in the world can they take our land at will?
If that’s it, do I have to grieve? The flag of the Republic has our bloodstained glory.
If that’s it, do I have to grieve? The land of the Republic is blessed with our love.

Picture of the “Nail House” From the Music Video

Juxtaposed with video clips of violent demolition shot by home owners, pictures of
collapsing houses, individuals who defend their houses with life and shots of the fivestarred red flag, the song is subversive and bold in its criticism by resignifying a series of
floating signifiers and symbols in a new context. By way of some background
information, not only was the song used to symbolize heroism and defense of national
territory, it was also appropriated by protesting students during the 1989 pro-democracy
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movement to embody the fight for democracy. This time, it is hijacked again to denote
defense of private property and citizen rights against developers and corrupt officials.
The difference here is significant and interesting. Without immediate threats of foreign
invasion and devoid of any desire for political revolution, postsocialist Chinese citizens
demand economic protection, citizen rights, social justice and better governance under
law after decades of marketization and privatization, which echoes Dickson’s
observation:
“The pattern of local protests shows an increasing sense of rights-consciousness among protestors
and an emphasis on the implementation side of the policy process. Protestors ask for better and
fairer implementation of policies, rather than challenge the propriety of the policy itself. This may
be strategic behavior--protestors know a direct challenge to the state’s authority to make policy is
unacceptable and will elicit forceful suppression—or it may signal general support for the
existing system but anger and frustration when local officials do not properly implement and
enforce public policies. As a result, the growing size and frequency of protestors may not be an
imminent threat to the regime, even if they do threaten local stability”

Ironically, new evidence demonstrates that after the implementation of the law, nail
houses not only did not disappear but are actually on the increase (Huang, 2008; Sun,
2008). The reasons are twofold. On the one hand, new property law and incidents like
“the coolest nail house in history” have emboldened citizens to defend their lawful rights
and refuse to hand in land easily without proper compensation or resettlement. On the
other hand, ambiguous law terms plus lack of legal supervision and corruption in local
officials have made it hard to enforce (Wang, 2007).
The music video, though voiced opinions and discontentment of ordinary netizens, was
not able to critically reflect on the deeper causes of the problems as rooted in the
postsocialist political system. Nonetheless, the emotionally appealing lyrics and powerful
tune have reached far more viewers than a piece of news commentary. By the end of
March, anger and frustration had found resonance in urban residents long dissatisfied
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with speculative developers who were reaping big profits from hiking housing price.
Public clamor for property rights and government intervention in housing market have
reached such intensity that the government felt threatened and ordered commercial sites
to put a strain on the discussion (Mi, 2007). Many news commentaries, BBS entries and
videos were deleted and Blood Stained Glory—A Tribute to Nail House suddenly
disappeared from all sites except foreign-based Youtube. When asked how she felt when
her video was deleted, Xuan responded
“What can I do? I might sound like a political dissident if I say this but nobody can totally
represent the state and there are splits even among the central leadership. Some leaders supported
media report on nail house, others didn’t. It’s hard to predict the irregular shift of policy.
Anyway, what is democracy in China? Yes, it’s improving but more often it’s reserved for the
high class. It’s hard for ordinary citizens to participate in politics. I am not going to talk too
much…”

According to Xuan, video censorships are quite common:
“Sometimes when I upload a video in the morning, editors in video sharing sites liked it so much
that they email me to express encouragement and appreciation. But in the afternoon I will receive
letters of apology saying “somebody from above” (chief editors or the government) has asked
him/her to take it down because it is too sensitive.”

Xuan and her team seem to take it well as necessary costs of producing videos in China.
In contrast to the obstacles she encountered when criticizing domestic politics, another of
her work Don’t Behave like CNN, a music video made in response to CNN’s coverage of
Lhasa riot was well received and publicized by netizens and mainstream media alike.
Don’t Behave Like CNN
“Don’t behave like CNN” a phrased originally coined by netizens to lampoon biased
report of China’s domestic TV channel CCTV in “Don’t be too CCTV”, was the title of
Xuan’s hit viral music video. Made in April 15 of 2008 right after CNN’s Jack Cafferty
accused China of being “the same goons and thugs they’ve been for the last 50 years” and
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fabricated video footages to distort the truth of Lhasa riot (Fowler, 2008), the video has
elicited huge support from netizens infuriated by western media’s coverage of China right
before the 2008 Olympics. Xuan told me:
“Talking about western media, I always thought they are objective and stick to the truth. So I was
really shocked and outraged when I watched CNN’s news about Tibet. I turned off my television
and phoned my lyric writer right away. The lyrics were basically formed during our
conversation—it was very colloquial. I want to express my anger and protest as an ordinary
Chinese netizen. The music is from an old love song I composed myself years ago. The melody is
moving and beautiful which makes the new song very powerful but not too aggressive.”

The video opened with pictures and news texts taken from CNN’s website and were
circled or underlined in red ink by netizens. Xuan crooned:
That day on the Internet I suddenly saw a photo
It showed the riots taking place in Tibet
CNN's simple promise, the whole truth is inside
But I gradually discovered, it's actually deception

Pictures of burning houses, wrecked streets and stone-throwing rioters were put in
contrast with CNN’s fabricated images as she went on:
No matter how much the world changes, the blue sea becomes a field of mulberry trees
The fake South China tiger and this kind of photo [CNN Lhasa image], I despise them equally

Picture of Nazi propaganda mastermind Joseph Goebbels was mashed up with CNN logo
to convey the message that CNN’s report on China was biased western propaganda while
Xuan sung emphatically:
You can't turn lies into the truth by repeating them a thousand times,
The dark night makes my eyes black, but I will still use them to seek the light
How they rack their brains, to turn falsehoods into the truth, don't be too CNN
How can you possibly turn [male pop star] Jay Zhou into [female pop star] Li Yuchun ?

Two Stars’ picture was thrown in.
How they rack their brains, to turn falsehoods into the truth, don't ever be CNN
I preferred that you all just be very stupid and very naïve
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Photoshoped Picture From the Video

While the song was voted by netizens to be the “best Internet song of the year”, it had
also attracted attention of both Chinese mainstream media and western media. Whereas
the former quoted the song as evidence of netizen’s disgruntlement, the latter interpreted
it as state-incited nationalism and linked it to the subsequent attack on CNN’s website
launched by Chinese hackers (Fowler, 2008). So I asked Xuan about her response to
media’s coverage of her song. She replied:
“Many journalists from Britain, United States and Hong Kong have interviewed me and without
exception, they asked me whether it is the Chinese government who told me to make the video.
Are they biased or just ignorant of China? They overestimated the Communist party and
underestimated Chinese netizens. If the party were so open-minded we would already become a
democratic society! Why do they always find it hard to believe that Chinese netizens are no
longer indoctrinated and brainwashed puppets of government as we were during the Cultural
Revolution? Why can’t they acknowledge that China is getting freer and more democratic?”

Xuan’s opinions can be considered to represent the nationalist views prevalent in Chinese
cyberspace, which was developed into a full-blown war of ideas between Chinese people
and the western media in the spring of 2008. This puts our in thought of the ideological
changes that have taken place during the two past decade, namely, how Chinese people
have gradually altered their perception of the western media from being the embodiment
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of democracy and freedom in the 1989 Tiananmen movement to being biased and
deceitful.
If anything, Chinese observers in the academia, though looking from different stands,
have long been pushing for a reevaluation of Chinese nationalism (Shirk, 2007; Wu,
2007; Zhou, 2006; Zheng, 2009 etc.). They seem to agree to a differing extent that
different from the old ideology of nationalism framed as part of Maoism during the
Communist Revolution, the new paradigm of nationalism is based on more rational and
de-ideologied realistic thoughts formed by informed citizens as recognition of China’s
economic success in the past three decades and as responses to western countries’ “China
threat” theory and “China containment” strategy. In particular, Zheng (1999) proposed a
“voice” strategy according to which, “ China has voiced its complaints about the Westdominated international system and has called for the establishment of a new
international order.” For him, the strategy does not mean that “China attempts to ‘exit’
the existing system.” nor does China wants to “establish a self-centered new order.”
Instead, it represents an attempt to “reform the exiting system and to make it more
accommodating to China’s rise and its national interests.” (p. 141).
Under this light, the recent outburst of cyber nationalism can be understood in two
senses. On the one hand, nationalist sentiments, as expressed in Don’t behave like CNN
and other user-generated content in cyberspace, are formed voluntarily by Chinese
netizens to counter perceived western biases towards China. The ultimate purpose is to
“voice” their discontent with western (especially American) hegemony in pursuit of the
world’s recognition and a fairer world order. One the other hand, sandwiched between
censorship pressure enforced by the government and commercial pressure to compete for
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audiences imposed by the market, Chinese media (including commercial websites) have
more often than not, adopted the safest frame of nationalism that is sure to sell to
domestic readers. This point was best illustrated by mainstream media’s different
treatment of Don’t behave like CNN and Bloodstained Glory-A tribute to Nail House.
Alternative Media 2.0
As early as in 1995, Esther Dyson foresaw a net-based economy model that would
revolutionize the way content owners and creators were compensated. She predicted that
“the way to become a leading content provider may be to start by giving your content
away. This ‘generosity’ is not a moral decision: it’s a business strategy.” Not being able
to detect any product placement in her video, I was very curious about the commercial
value of her videos. “You cannot see doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist”, said Xuan with a
wink, “I seldom put advertisements into my video except for my own album (some of her
songs have been made into music record) cause I know some people are put off by ads.”
For Xuan, maintaining a high moral ground seems to be as important as making right
business decision. “There are so many people out there making videos on the Internet.
People would stop paying attention to you if they don’t like you and attention is all what
it’s about”, said Xuan.
Later in our conversation, I learned that Xuan and her team have been capitalizing on
their popularity by developing spinoffs—doing advertisements for commercial products,
posing for photos in magazines, performing in commercial cultural activities and all sorts
of corporate sponsored galas popular in urban China. “Some businessman even offered
me money to establish an Internet Star School”, said Xuan with a proud smile. The new
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business model of “Internet Star” championed by Xuan fits nicely with Dyson’s
prevision:
“Content and people (like goods) that get visibility in favorable locations gain in popularity (to
some limit), and can thereafter be used in other locations to raise value elsewhere (within limits).
This is all a delicate game, appropriately reminiscent of the intricate arrangements of broadcast
programming and counter-programming.”

The emergence of such new business model based on the Internet is significant for
postsocialist China, because it has, though to a limited degree, ensured relative freedom
and independence of content production and distribution from both commercial interests
and state monopoly. In a country where no private media company is allowed to produce
news related content except for entertainment, Xuan and her team are able to keep an
alternative perspective thanks to new business opportunities opened up by new
technologies. Chris Atton (2008) discussed the capacity of alternative media to empower
citizen and argued that “central to empowerment is the opportunity for ordinary people to
tell their own stories without the formal education or professional expertise and status of
the mainstream journalists.” (p. 213). In this light, Xuan’s videos, like that of Hu Ge and
arguably Jiao Yang, represent a breakthrough in Chinese media industry which has
profound implications to the country’s fluid state-society relationship.
Nevertheless, most of the topics covered in her videos, from housing price to product
quality, from environmental problems to celebrity scandals, are all concerns of young or
middle-aged urban residents who find enough leisure time to surf the Internet and vent
off frustrations in cyberspace. Voices of the majority—peasants, migrant workers and
laid-off workers—those who are at the bottom of the social strata and who live outside
the wired community are largely absent in their work. The “mouthpiece of the people” is
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actually the spokesperson for China’s rising middle class who has demonstrated strong
populist and nationalist orientation online.
Conclusion: Constructing and Negotiating Identities Online
Shuqiu Liu, Xuan’s lyric writer told Yahoo Entertainment his take on the popularity of
Internet Egao in China:
“I believe that some core traditional values are shaking in our society. New phenomena are
emerging. But for the majority of people, the grassroots like me, we don’t have much discursive
power. So we can only try to dissipate those old values gradually through Egao. The so-called
Egao culture is humorous and satirical, which is easier for people to accept.” (Yahoo
Entertainment, 2007)

The quotation stands as the central thesis we have observed through detailed analyses of
the production, distribution and consumption of Egao videos online. A form of cultural
production made available for ordinary people by new technologies, Egao has
empowered the grassroots to voice their concerns that are often neglected by mainstream
media and express their values that are usually suppressed by dominant culture. If the
offline media and cultural arena, dominated by cultural elites and strictly censored to
avoid deviation from mainstream ideologies, is territory of the culturally powerful, the
nationwide collaborative production, distribution and consumption on the Internet
amount to collective construction and negotiation of alternative identities in cyberspace.
It is hard to predict the full script of the emerging identity and the direction to which it
will lead the nation, but online Egao has given us a glimpse of the dynamic and complex
process as part of the changing state-society relationship.
In his seminal work on the Network Society (1996), Manuel Castells has identified
three distinctive forms of identity building, namely legitimizing identity, resistance
identity and project identity, as the world transitions from civil society to a networkbased society. He envisioned:
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“I propose the hypothesis that the constitution of subjects, at the heart of the process of social
change, takes a different route to the one we knew during modernity, and late modernity: namely,
subjects, if and when constructed, are not built any longer on the basis of civil societies, that are
in the process of disintegration, but as prolongation of communal resistance. While in modernity
(early or late) project identity was constituted from civil society (as in the case of socialism and
the basis of the labor movement), in the network society, project identity, if it develops at all,
grows from communal resistance (p. 11).

In postsocialist Chinese society where a mature civil society has never existed, individual
identities are based on “legitimation through disbelief” (Goldfarb, 1989) and a revived
nationalistic identity. However, new technologies in a network society, with their
essential features like global, instantaneous, archival, transmissible and configurable,
have demonstrated both characteristics of communal resistance and inheritance of old
identities in a complex process of construction and negotiation.
Resistance Identity
The emerging resistance identity as manifested in Egao culture is reflected in
practitioners and viewers’ critical reexaminations of mainstream ideologies, and
enhanced civic awareness and increased desire for political participation.
All three practitioners interviewed for this study have, to different extent, challenged
the dominant cultural, social and political discourse. Meta-narratives and high culture
interests are smashed up into pieces to recreate a funny story for the people. The
emptiness of hollow communist terminologies and arbitrary official ideologies are filled
with the liveliness of everyday language: Internet chatting argot, pop music and daily
conversation. Talking about subculture’s appropriation of dominant cultural signs, Hall
and Jefferson (1976) argued:
“The complex interplay between the different levels of the social formation is reproduced in the
experience of both dominant and subordinate groups, and this experience, in turn, becomes the
“raw material which finds expressive form in culture and subculture. Now the media play a
crucial role in defining our experience for us. They provide us with the most available categories
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for classifying out the social world. It is primarily through the press, television, film, etc. that
experience is organized, interpreted, and made to cohere in contradiction as it were. It should
hardly surprise us then, to discover that much of what finds itself encoded in subculture has
already been subjected to a certain amount of prior handling by the media (p.85).”

In the strictly censored and centralized media and cultural environment of postsocialist
China, dissent voices of the subordinate groups are hardly represented in the mainstream
media and the flow of information is mostly one way. Grassroots disgruntlement and
criticism, usually disguised in the form of satire culture, though spread via word-ofmouth, can hardly secure a large audience. However, new technologies and the Internet
have greatly reduced the barrier of cultural production and distribution. Ordinary people
with desires for cultural expression are able to define their experience by practicing
amateur cultural production. Limited in resources and lack of sophisticated techniques
and formal training, Egao has become their favorite. By borrowing and inflecting
mainstream cultural texts, they come to construct their cultural and social identity
through articulating concerns marginalized or excluded by the dominant culture.
More significantly, often formed as part of the larger user-generated debate on current
social or political issues on the Internet, egao videos have contributed to those
discussions in unique ways. On the one hand, funny stories, exaggerated characters, easyto-catch languages made out of cultural materials already familiar to the public are more
catchy and easy to go viral than blog posts or BBS discussions. On the other hand,
political or social messages if delivered in the form of entertainment and pop culture, are
more appealing to young people (the majority of Chinese netizens) who are alienated
from mainstream political doctrines, and easy for the government to accept since they are
“merely entertainment”. The fact that most egao videos are able to pass political
censorship or at least have found a way to stay online after failed attempts of deletion by
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regulators has encouraged more and more people to engage in the production, distribution
and discussion of egao videos.
As a result, people frustrated by the postsocialist reality or displeased with
government policies and their implementation have found in Egao an ideal outlet for
venting off emotions and eliciting sympathy and support. Though making a video or
posting a comment cannot replace voting in elections or demonstrating in Tiananmen,
they are nonetheless worthy alternatives in an authoritarian nation disillusioned with any
possibility of immediate revolution and deprived of most rights of political participation.
In Convergence Culture, Henry Jenkins (2006) has talked about how photoshopped
images and mash-up videos can “lower the political stakes (and change the language of
politics enough) so that we can master skills we need to be participants in the democratic
process” (p. 209). The argument rings all the more true in postsocialist Chinese society
where the lethal fusion of political authoritarianism and false democracy of consumerism
and materialism have bred political apathy and deep cynicism. Egao, along with other
online user-generated content made possible by the Internet and new technologies,
provided means for a suppressed population to challenge the status quo and to seek
alternative identities in resistance to domination. With regard to the political implication
of Internet dissent in China, Shirk (2008) posed the question “Is virtual activism a
substitute or a prelude to the real thing?” (p. 103). While it is still early to answer the
question for sure, at least we have witnessed the gradual formation of a resistant identity
in online communities. The resistant forces exerted by the communities have amounted to
a considerable bargaining power in urging the government for change and in monitoring
the legal and political operation of the state.
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National Identity: Identification with the Nation
Talking about nationalism in the Information Age, Castells (1996) observed that
nationalism “can lead to retrenchment into a reconstructed nation-state, re-legitimizing it
on behalf of the nation, rather than of the state…” (p. 357). This is exactly what we have
observed in postsocialist Chinese society. Chinese people, especially the younger
generations have demonstrated strong identification with the nation. As reflected in the
video Don’t Behave Like CNN, such collective national identity is defined against the
“other”, most notably western countries and Japan. Nationalist discourses have been
revolved around the “grand rejuvenation of Chinese civilization” and a fairer world order
more accommodating to China’s rise. The party-state will be able to elicit sufficient
support as long as it is able to bring about sustained economic growth and strong enough
to defend the nation and people against foreign invaders.
What the Chinese people really identity with is not so much the communist party and
socialist state but rather its nationalistic mission. For them, the biased report of China
before the Olympics by western media betrayed foreign governments’ efforts to contain a
rising China and maintain the current unilateral world order. It is widely believed in
China that a strong authoritarian party is in a better position than a weak democratic state
to lead them in the nationalistic project and protect them against the exploitation of global
capitalism in a dangerous international environment. This might be one reason why egao
videos that demand better governance and those assert nationalist identity resonant most
with netizens.
Co-optation and Negotiation
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Like other counter cultures or subcultures, Egao also faces attempts of co-optation by
the mainstream culture. On the one hand, the government has been trying to incorporate
Egao into the dominant cultural discourse by way of political regulation and
representation, normalizing most Egao works as mere entertainment or harmless online
venting while condemning the more politically overt and subversive ones as threats to
social stability and distortion of history. On the other hand, commercial exploitation of
Egao has to some extent “diluted” the resistance of the culture so that it is “benign”
enough to accommodate commercial messages. However, in a postsocialist society where
media institutions are largely dominated by elite and official discourses, commercially
sponsored mass culture catering to the taste of the people can be liberating. While new
communication technologies have empowered consumers to become grassroots producers
and produce their own cultural products, the emergent web 2.0 business model has
provided platforms for distribution, communication and collaboration that have largely
bypassed government and media institutions.
This is particularly significant for postsocialist Chinese society since an autonomous
culture industry based on the web 2.0 model has gradually come into being. Grassroots
producers are distinguished from the traditional media and cultural industries mainly in
two aspects. For one thing, they are not under direct control of the media licensing
system and therefore have no propaganda responsibility. For another, they build their
relationships with viewers/consumers by interacting directly on the Internet. Their
popularity with online fan community develops without going through conventional
“star-hatching mechanism” and independent from traditional media gatekeepers. In a
word, the web has provided them with a platform to produce, distribute and market their
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products and communicate with consumers. However, this does not mean that they are
totally free from government censorship. They are still subject to ad-hoc political
censorship but the power of which has been greatly weakened. As the result, unique
professional, cultural and social identities have been formulated as Egao practitioners
engage in a conscious and constant negotiation with the dominant society. All three
interviewees are able to negotiate some space for self-expression and professional
development, albeit limited, between political censorship and commercial interests.
What impact will the embryonic autonomous culture and emergent new cultural
identity have on postsocialist China? Aram Sinnreich (2007) demonstrated how
“configurable technologies” have challenged the “modern ontological framework” and
consequently our current social institutions. He concluded:
“Far from “truth” itself, what is actually being undermined is an ontological system that reserves
the power to determine what is true and false for a privileged few…As to the fate of our cultural
institutions, I have to agree with Keen. Their future is certainly in doubt. But institutions exist to
serve the needs of the people that inhabit them, not vice versa. And if the people who create
culture by participating in it daily – producing, consuming, and rushing to colonize the growing
gray area in between – demand a new set of institutions to serve our needs, no force on Earth can
stop us from building them.” (p. 326).

As we have already argued that the current postsocialist state is maintained by a
nationalist identification and a peculiar “legitimation through disbelief” which is
sustained due to “the absence of belief in an exploration of truth” (Goldfarb, 1989, p. 90).
Our study shows that grassroots cultural producers armed with new technologies have
been challenging the legion of lies and hypocrisies perpetuated by the party state and elite
culture. We have reason to believe that the newly-awakened resistance identity and the
emergent autonomous culture on the Internet have been slowly undermining the rationale
and legitimacy of existing social institutions and political system. However, the grand
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mission of national rejuvenation and perceived threats from abroad have balanced the
pressure for change with a heavy dose of stability. The future of postsocialist China will
largely depend on how the dialectics of change and stability play out along the changing
nexus of state and society. Egao culture and its popularity in postsocialist China have
provided us a unique angle to understand the tensions and delicate balance in a network
society. I would like to conclude the chapter with a quote from Castells’ The Power of
Identity (1996):
“It is the decentered, subtle character of networks of social change that makes it so difficult to
perceive, and identify, new identity projects coming into being. Because our historical vision has
become so used to orderly battalions, colorful banners, and scripted proclamations of social
change, we are at a loss when confronted with the subtle pervasiveness of incremental changes of
symbols processed through multiform networks, away from the halls of power. It is in these back
alleys of society, whether in alternative electronic networks or in grassrooted networks of
communal resistance, that I have sensed the embryos of a new society, labored in the fields of
history by the power of identity” (p. 362).

Chapter 4: Warring Media, Conflicting Discourses
--Media Construction of Egao Culture

In the last chapter, we gained insight into the construction and negotiation of new
cultural identity online around the production, dissemination, and consumption of egao
videos in the context of post-socialist China, where an immature market economy and an
authoritarian government make strange bedfellows. There is now a new home for selfexpression and democratic participation in cyberspace, created as a result of new media
and communications technologies and an emerging new business model. This recent
evolution now prompts us to reassess the theory of subculture incorporation as proposed
by the Birmingham School of Culture Studies.
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Based on our findings in the previous chapter, we will now go on to explore the
representations, or more precisely constructions, of egao culture by mainstream Chinese
media and the responses that they have evoked from netizens in the blog sphere.
Following theorists of the “post-subculture” camp, such as Sarah Thornton (1996),
instead of treating media as a homogenous whole, I will examine the different layers of
mainstream Chinese media and online media and their disparate roles in the configuration
of egao cultural identity. While the official mainstream media’s condemnation and
suppression of egao culture have garnered the support of conservative forces, they have
also set off resistance and rebellion of the majority of Chinese netizens. Although
commercial media and websites have treated egao culture as a source of profits and
capital accumulation from the very beginning, they have in effect formed alliances with
egao practitioners and consumers in the fight against authoritarian control and cultural
hegemony. In the case of egao, the media-free subcultural heroism envisioned by scholars
like Hebdige and Hall is nothing but a myth. Egao as an Internet culture in a mediated
world is as much an interface between human agents and technology as a media construct.
The often conflicting discourses produced by different media, as well as heated online
debates on egao culture, reveal much about the ongoing clashes and negotiations among
divergent interests (commercial, national, political, etc.) in a transitional post-socialist
society. An analysis of the discourse and content of the media texts and key debates
related to egao will certainly contribute to our understanding of society’s responses to
technology-induced cultural, social, and political changes.
Before moving on to introduce methodologies and text samples, it is necessary to look
briefly at the academic discussion of media representation and the incorporation of
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subculture as theoretical backgrounds for our analyses. As we have already discussed in
the last chapter, following the Marxian-Gramscian tradition, subculture theorists from the
Birmingham School have come to perceive the relationships between media and
subcultures solely in terms of recuperation and suppression. According to Hebdige (1979),
all subcultures run their natural courses from working-class rebellion to normalized
commodities, or as deviant signs of mainstream cultural stock—they are either
neutralized by being turned into capitalist commodities, or fed back into the societal
control culture. Underlying this argument is a false assumption that there exists a
separation between media and subcultural communities when they are initially formed. In
a similar vein, sociologists of “moral panic” as represented by Stanley Cohen (2002) have
detailed the scripts of mass media-championed ideological recuperation of subcultures
through institutionalized control mechanisms, such as labeling. However, by substituting
mainstream mass media for all the existing media, they have proven their theories to be at
best a partial account of the story.
The so-called “post-subculture” scholars (2003) have critiqued the above-mentioned
problems of traditional subculturalists and updated the old models of subculture studies to
accommodate changed realities in a postmodern and post-capitalist world. For instance,
drawing on Bourdieu’s theory of distinction, Thornton (1996) distinguished mainstream
media from micro-media and niche media, arguing that far from being threatened or
recuperated by the media, subcultures depend on them for definition and identification.
Media, either deliberately or unintendedly, have served as an integral component of
subcultural construction, breathing long-lasting life into ephemeral fads. The symbiotic
relationships between subcultures and mainstream commercial culture are also echoed by
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Thomas Frank (1998) in his study of Madison Avenue’s cooptation of the 60s’ youth
rebellion. In a more recent research on Generation X subculture, Oake (2004) concluded
that the media have “opened spaces for subculture to emerge” (p. 96) and “help to
generate and proliferate subcultural identity even as it appears to be subjugating and
containing it” (p. 84).
As an Internet culture in postsocialist China, the case of egao seems to be more
complex than any existing model could explain. In the following part of the thesis, I will
try to trace the evolution of egao culture as a result of ongoing interactions among
different layers of media and online public opinions that have competed for definitions of
egao based their cultural, socioeconomic and political interests. Two points that set egao
apart from many other subcultures examined in academic research have complicated the
case. For one thing, egao as an Internet culture has been largely operating in the virtual
space. So unlike many other offline subcultures or even online subcultures like Hacker
culture (which have close-knit organizations), it is almost impossible to define clearly the
egao communities. Should egao disseminators and consumers, like egao practitioners, be
considered participants of egao culture? If so, do they play as an important role as
practitioners in shaping egao group cultural identity? In addition, though the idea of an
exclusive working-class based subculture has been rejected by recent subculturalists, a
pure generational account is not sufficient in explicating a subculture like egao whose
participant demographics are maybe as diverse as the Chinese online population.
For another, the coexistence of divergent media institutions in a censorship cultural
environment makes it harder to gauge accurately general public opinions. Official
newspapers serving as “mouthpiece” of the government sell side by side on newsstand
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with commercial dailies, niche magazines and tabloids; “Fifty-cents party” 13 and
government censors compete for discursive power with netizens on the Internet by
posting comments on blogs and BBS sites. Media reports are contingent to the shift of
regulatory winds whereas wisdom of the online crowd sometimes can only be understood
by reading between the lines. Only by navigating a careful path would we be able to
come closer to the truth.
The current chapter is presented in two parts. In the first part, I will demonstrate how
official propaganda media and market-oriented media respond differently to egao culture
through a comparative analysis of 55 newspaper articles downloaded from two official
newspapers People’s Daily and Guangming Daily, and two commercial papers Southern
Weekend and Southern Metropolis. In the second part, I will introduce commercial
websites and personal blogs into the picture by studying media and online discourses
around the egao case “Very Yellow, very Strong, which is one of the most controversial
egao incidents in China. I argue that while the “Moral Panics” of official media appear to
be subjugating and suppressing egao, they have in effect provoked more critical
discussions among netizens about the causes and significance of egao culture for
postsocialist Chinese society, and help to waken egao cultural consciousness and to shape
a collective resistance identity. Similarly, while commercial media and websites’
tendency to pander to popular opinions has formed alliances between them and the public
in their common interests against authoritarian control, their affinity with capitals and the
market has been the driving forces of egao commercialization and de-ideologization. The
bottom line is that instead of acting as external representations of egao culture, different

Euphemism for people in China who are either paid who volunteer to post pro‐
government opinions and information
13
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layers of media have been active and essential participants in the configuration of egao
culture.
Warring Media
In this part, I will mainly focus on comparing how egao culture is framed/constructed
differently by conservative official newspapers and more liberal-minded commercial
papers due to their different positions in postsociliast society. After their first appearance
in Goffman’s (1974) book, the theories of “framing” and “frame analysis” have gained
considerable popularity in a variety of disciplines in social sciences and humanities due
to their superiority in understanding the complicated process of human communication in
a mediated environment. According to Entman (1993), “to frame is to select some aspects
of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way
as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation,
and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” (p. 52).
In terms of frame building, numerous studies have demonstrated that both internal
factors (professional values, journalistic and organizational routines etc.) and external
factors (political system, cultural values and social practices etc.) influence and shape the
frames adopted by individuals and institutions (Zhou & Moy, 2007; Gamson and
Modigliani, 1989; Gitlin, 2980; Tuchman, 1978 etc.). It follows that in a transitional
society like postsocialist China, changing cultural, social and political norms are likely to
be reflected in the frames adopted by different media outlets and audiences when
interpreting egao culture. Following Entman’s classification of frames, I will analyze
selected texts based on four types of frames, namely problem definition, causal
interpretation, moral evaluation and treatment recommendation. In other words, I want to
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study how egao culture is defined by major media outlets? What factors that they
consider have contributed to the proliferation of egao, with what consequences? And the
policy recommendations or remedies offered with regard to egao culture.
Samples and Methods
Four newspapers and a total of 60 news articles were selected as samples. Southern
Metropolis, a commercial daily and Southern Weekend, a commercial weekly published
by the same media corporation “Southern Media Group” were picked because they are
generally deemed to be the “boldest, keenest and most penetrating newspapers in China”
(Martinsen, 2008). Published in Guangdong, one of the most reform-minded, open and
well-off areas in China, the two newspapers are known for their investigative journalism
and irreverent commentary on topics that most government press would not touch. On the
one hand, with fewer propaganda responsibilities, the two papers were able to set their
focus on more attractive social, commercial and human-interest stories from the very
beginning (Latham, 2007). On the other, compared to many other Chinese media outlets
that (partially) depend on government subsidies, both papers rely totally on advertising
profits. In recent years, both Southern Metropolis and Southern Weekend have launched
electronic versions online, extending further influences across the country. As a result,
both papers enjoy a large national readership online and offline and are crowned with
titles like “China’s top one weekly paper” (Pan, 2006) or “China’s most competitive
media” (Sina.com, 2006, August, 07). But in a censored media world, the two papers
didn’t earn their credibility and popularity without making sacrifices, several journalists,
including chief editors from “Southern Media Group” have been either imprisoned or
fired over the years under pressures from the government.
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As “party organs” of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), People’s Daily and
Guangming Daily are the diametrical opposite of Southern Metropolis and Southern
Weekend. Serving as mouthpieces of the central government, commentaries and editorials
of the two papers are usually in strict conformity with the central government’s stance,
representing viewpoints and policies of the top leadership (Wu, 1994). Both papers are
published nationwide with Guanming Daily targeting specifically at the country’s
intellectuals and well-educated class (Weng, 2008). Although the papers are seldom read
voluntarily by the general public due to their bland propagandist tones and conservative
ideological orientations, they are best sources of government policies, embodiment of the
propaganda state, which still maintain consideration power over mainstream discourses
and ideologies.
A total of 60 news stories were retrieved by searching the term “Egao” in news titles
and leads from the newspapers’ online archives. Because I could only access contents
published in 2008 and 2009 on the websites of Southern Metropolis and Southern
Weekend, only articles within this time frame were downloaded. As for People’s Daily
and Guanming Daily, the time span was extended to include articles from 2006 to 2009
for fewer articles were found covering egao.
Newspapers

Southern
Weekend

Southern
Metropolis

People’s Daily

Guan Ming Daily

Total

7

24

11

18

Taking articles as the unit of analysis, I coded for the sources quoted by each article in
addition to the afore-mentioned four categories of frames. Basically, I read through all
sample stories and looked for themes/frames under each of the four categories (problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and treatment recommendation). They I
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reviewed the sample again to see if the themes detected could be summarized into more
generalized frames. When the major frames under each category were decided upon, I
reread the article to see if any of the frames appear in a framing unit and noted down the
specific paragraphs, sentences, phrases, examples within the frame for further analysis.
Meanwhile, I coded sources that were directly or indirectly quoted (paraphrased by
journalists) in the news stories.
Results and Discussions
Viewpoints
The viewpoints represented by SW, SM and PD and GMD in egao-related news
stories reveal very different patterns. Not surprisingly, PD and GMD are heavily indexed
to politicians (government officials and party leaders, 21%) and experts (university
experts and other experts from the civil society who study egao culture, 68%). On the
contrary, ordinary citizens, including netizens and egao practitioners are frequently
quoted in SW and SM (68%). SW and SM actually give equal voices to politicians and
business. It is worth noting that compared to PD and GMD, which usually only present
one-sidedly anti-egao opinions in one article, SW and SM seem to be more balanced and
objective, showing arguments of both sides. SW and SM also appear to be more
diversified in terms of news genres. They include not only journalist reports and
editorials but also interviews, translated foreign news articles and video clips (in SM’s
online edition), whereas PD and GMD offer only news reports and editorials by their own
staff and invited commentators.
It is somewhat surprising to see so few lawyers and people from the legal field
represented in the news. The only attorney quoted by SM commented anonymously on
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the new online video regulation issued by SARFT14 in 2008, saying how unenforceable it
was since it contradicted Chinese copyright and media laws (SM, 5 January, 2008).
Table 1.
Viewpoints

Southern Weekend &
Southern Metropolis

People’s Daily &
Guang Ming Daily

Politicians
Experts
Business
Ordinary Citizens

5/7%
10/15%
5/7%
46/68%

11/21%
36/68%

Netizens
Egao Practitioners
Other

Celebrities
Police/Military/Law
Enforcement
Attorney
Total

3/6%
3/6%

34/50%
10/15%
2/3%

1/2%

1/2%
2/4%

1/2%
68

53

Frames
Altogether 16 frames were found under four major categories in the four newspapers
examined. As we can see from the table below, SW and SM obviously take different
perspectives from PD and GMD when reporting on egao culture.
Table 2
Frames
Problem Definition
Grassroots Culture
Culture of Compromise
Marketing/Media Hype
Illegal/Immoral Conduct
Causal Interpretation
New Media/Communications
Technology
Corporate Interest
14

Southern
Weekend

Southern
Metropolis

2/14%
1/7%
1/7%

9/22%
3/7%
2/5%

3/21%

People’s
Daily

Guanming
Daily

6/16%
9/25%

12/18%
23/22%

11
4
28
32

7/19%

1/3%

6/9%

17

1/2%

4/11%

6/9%

13

China's State Administration of Radio, Film and Television
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Emotional Outlets
Authoritarian Control
Moral Evaluation
Cultural Democratization
Detriment to Youth
Declining Moral
Standards
Treatment Recommendation
Leave Egao Alone
Encourage Real Innovation and
Creativity
Tighten Regulations
Strengthen Ideological Guidance
Total

3/8%
2/14%

6/15%

2/14%

6/15%
1/2%

1/7%
2/14 %

14

2/6%
2/6%

6/9%
2/3%

9
10

5/56%
3/4%

6
8
8

4/8%
2/5%

41

5
4
3/8%
5/14%
35

6/9%
8/12%
69

10
14

While SW and SM define egao as grassroots culture and culture of compromise, PD and
GMD brand it as marketing hype and illegal or immoral conduct, only appear to show
some tolerance when egao is kept within the permissible ideological boundaries. For SW
and SM, new media and communications technologies have empowered citizens to come
up with creative and alternative means of self-expression in the form of egao culture,
whereas PD and GMD blame corporate interests for promoting degenerate and vulgar
culture and consider new technologies a challenge to authoritarian control. For PD and
GMD, egao is at best emotional outlets for people who want to vent off frustrations in
everyday life. When evaluating egao culture, PD and GMD condemn it as detriment to
youth and a sign of declining moral standards. SW and SM, on the contrary, praise egao
to be anti-authoritarian which contribute to cultural diversity. In terms of policy and
treatment recommendations, PD and GMD advocate tightening regulations and
strengthening ideological guidance as counter strategy. SW and SM suggest that society
should encourage real innovation and creativity while leaving egao alone to develop on
its own.
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Problem Definition
Grassroots Culture—SW and SM often frame egao as “people’s culture” through which
ordinary citizens who feel alienated from mainstream discourses are able to have a voice.
Quoting Geertz (1980), one article describes how egao functions as political and social
satire or cultural criticism in a “theatre state”. It criticizes Chinese society for being
hypocritical and sycophantic, as if “everybody is performing in a show”. Seemingly
reinforcing such” theatre effect”, egao is actually “being satirical”. According to the
article “the satire, mockery and sense of justice communicated in egao stand as an
antidote to the poisonous “theatre effect” (Kuang, 2009). In another article, the
commentator compares egao with medieval humor, saying that in an authoritarian
country like China, when people are tired of false laugher and stupid laugher, they just
want to get an honest laugh out of parodies. (Chang, 2008).
Another theme under the same frame is how egao has turned passive consumers into
active cultural producers who seek alternative channels of self-expression. Commenting
on a parody version of the national spring festival gala, a SM editor says: “no matter how
disappointing the grassroots gala will turn out to be, we should appreciate it all the same.
It shows that netizens no longer passively accept what they are fed, they want to
participate in the production of culture…diversity is the roots of happiness.” (Gui, 2009).
Culture of Compromise—Many of the comments found within this frame are directed at
the so-called Chinese “copycat culture” or “shanzhai culture”. First emerged in 2008,
shanzhai culture has developed from egao culture but refers not just to Internet mashups
and popular culture parodies but also copycat products produced by Chinese hacker
entrepreneurs. For instance, a cellphone called “HiPhone” that looked exactly like
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Appple’s iPhone with replaceable batteries would be considered “shanzhai” cellphone.
By the beginning of 2009 when I finished research for the thesis, the definition of
shanzhai had expanded to include any culture of imitation by the grass roots. As a Wall
Street Journal article suggested that “once a term used to suggest something cheap or
inferior, shanzhai now suggests to many a certain Chinese cleverness and ingenuity”
(Canaves & Ye, 2009). However, several articles in SW and SM adopt a more critical
stance, criticizing shanzhai and egao for being expedient and limited. One editorial
describes shanzhai as “always ready for recuperation” and says:
“Such kind of culture has no independence—it is at best an inferior shadow of mainstream
culture. Some people believe that egao culture can challenge authority and deconstruct
mainstream…but if the authority and mainstream are so unpopular that they could be toppled by
egao, then egao is only a game of the coward who just want to entertain themselves. The
mainstream and authority have already lost their resonance with the people. What China needs at
this moment is constructive and responsible rationality, not deconstruction and subversion. They
are nothing but entertainment.” (Zhang, 2009)

A similar article offers comments on commercial egao movie, considering it detrimental
to Chinese film industry. According to the article, egao movies are usually cheapjack
knockoffs of Hollywood blockbusters that can hardly survive in local Chinese market,
not to mention overseas. The existence of egao or shanzhai film reflects the sad reality of
Chinese film industry, which is marginalized by foreign movies and constrained by the
censorship regime (Zhang, 2008). Articles that adopt the “culture of compromise” frame
portray egao as a distraction that draws people away from the real problems of society
and call for more rational and assertive actions from the public.
Marketing/Media Hype—All four newspapers associate egao culture with media and
marketing promotion, but for different purposes. PD and GMD lambaste commercial
websites and niche media for feeding people with what they don’t really want, labeling
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them as “unscrupulous”, “villainous” and “exploitive”. This reveals the government’s
intention to take reign of commercial media when their authoritarian control is threatened
by new possibilities of democratization provided by new technology. Quite the opposite,
SW and SM cast business in a positive light, using words like “cool”, “fun”, “innovative”
and “young” to describe egao-related business. They also legitimize egao’s commercial
existence by vividly detailing the productions of egao videos or describing egao products
to be harmless fun. One report introducing toys designed after Chinese Internet egao icon
“grass muddy horse” will give you an idea of such objective coverage:
“Journalists have noticed that those young people (who produced the toy) don’t market their
product the conventional way but mainly through online interpersonal networks. “Wheat Candy”
told us that the majority of buyers order through the Internet. They are young people born in the
1980s and 1990s who love cartoons and manga. Knowing the fact that young consumers like to
interact with each other, “Wheat Candy” labeled each “grass muddy horse” with a birth certificate
and a serial number so that owners can form an online community and identify owners of
different toys by numbers.” (Fan, 2009).

Illegal or Immoral Conduct—PD and GMD attempt to equate egao with criminal and
immoral behaviors, branding egao practitioners as anarchists. However, because no law
in China designates egao to be illegal, the accusations often sound dubious. For instance,
“to egao 15revolutionary hero and communist icon” is “committing crimes” and “if egao
has wandered beyond due legal limits, it should be punished” Both of the claims have no
legal grounds. Cohen (2002) described how the media employ words, symbols and
objects stored in the inventories of modern society to construct deviance through
manufactured news. Along the same line, moral entrepreneurs adopt every possible
means to construct the “egao deviant”. Egao work is metaphorically likened to poison,
rubbish and spiritual pollution. Egao behavior is said to run contrary to Confucius

15

The word “egao” is used as a verb here
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philosophy of “virtual” and “love”, violating the golden rule of “Do not to others what
you do not want done to yourself” (GMD, 2006).
In other cases, egao is frequently represented as deviant from mainstream ideology
and party line. For example, egao is said to violate the concept of “harmonious society”,
“socialist honors and disagraces”, both of which are the latest doctrines in the ideological
stock of the Chinese Communist Party. The consequences of such deviance are so
exaggerated that the anti-egao campaign is elevated to be a matter of “life and death” for
the nation. What is worth noticing is that both PD and GMD seem to deliberately confuse
“socialist morality” with “morality” in general, substituting party ideologies for universal
values. Moreover, as is always the case in China, egao culture has provided an excuse for
the government to extend their influences online and reinforce Internet regulations.
Causal Interpretation
The Rise of New Media and Communications Technology—SW and SM mainly focus on
the opportunities of democratization brought about by rising new technologies, especially
the Internet. An SW article observes that with the recent developments in video-editing
telecommunication technologies, parody and satire are no longer confined to textual
forms. It is now possible to disseminate in large-scale parody videos online, which has
lead to the proliferation of egao culture (Zhang, 2009). Similarly, a SM commentary
takes the case of Lin Jiaxiang16 as an example and shows how online videos and egao
pictures brought corrupt powers to justice. “Technological advancement has made life

16

Lin Jiaxiang is the party secretary of Shenzhen Maritime Administration who was caught on
surveillance tape sexually harassing an 11-year-old girl in a restaurant when he was drunk. The
tape was later widely spread on the Internet and stirred up an uproar among netizens, which lead
to the suspension of Lin and a legal investigation into the case.
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harder for criminals…netizens’ online participation in the case has forced the legal
system to be more efficient and transparent…” (Linghu, 2008).
PD and GMD sound alarms against the “threats of the Internet”, describing usergenerated online discourses as “radical”, “dangerous” and “irrational”. One PD article
remarks that egao has been exerting the “boiling frog” effect in cyberspace, where it is
gradually eroding people’s ideological and moral defenses under the banner of
“entertainment” and “harmless fun” (Jiang, 2008). Another commentary that cautions
against the challenges posed by technological transformations on ideological control is
worth quoting at length:
“We have to acknowledge the changes in media and communications brought about by
technological advancements—the biggest transformation is the transition from elite-dominated
mode of communication to grass roots communication. In the past, only a few people have
discursive power in media, but now everybody can participate in discussions online. The changes
have indeed suited young people’s concerns and situations, but they also brought us big
troubles—the biggest trouble is how to maintain ideological control. How do we adapt to the new
environment? If the strategies we used to employ don’t work any more, we should resort to legal
means…How to we lead our young to the right direction? How do we prevent anti-social and
anti-party behaviors online? This is an enormous challenge for all of us.” (Luo, 2006).

Authoritarian Control—Because of the undemocratic political system and authoritarian
censorship, issues that really concern ordinary people are absent from mainstream media
discourses. This is considered by SW and SM as one of the primary causes of egao
popularity. Quoting Neil Postman’s Amusing Ourselves to Death (1986), one SM article
points out that in a tightly controlled media environment, the public’s desire for political
participation and self-expression can only be quenched by parody and satire.
“As I see it, the government’s media regulation is very unbalanced. The government first
loosened control over sport news and then entertainment. When the public were no longer
satisfied with sports and entertainment, they started to complain…However, even in the realm of
entertainment, people are only allowed false laughter and stupid laughter…telling the truth or
showing true emotions are all too dangerous…” (Chang, 2008)
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A commentary titled “Chinese Movie after Lust, Caution, 2008 Movie Observation”
in SW expressed the same message and lamented about Chinese movies’ lack of social
and political relevance in a censored cultural environment. According the article, except
for Hollywood-imported and government-supported movies, only small-budget
commercial egao film can survive (Li, 2009).
Corporate Interest—Just as PD and GMD define egao culture as “media and marketing
hypes”, they blame profit-driven commercial websites and advertising-oriented media for
emboldening egao practices. By reducing egao to nothing but commercial fabrication, the
two newspapers attempt to appeal to the widely-publicized myth that attributes all the
social problems of contemporary Chinese society to the market reform. The reason for
doing so is not just to put the brakes on egao culture but more importantly to keep rising
national and transnational corporate power, which have contributed to the
democratization of Chinese society by prioritizing consumer needs over ideology, at bay.
In this sense, the anti-egao campaign can also be read from a certain angle as an anticorporate and anti-commercial campaign.
Emotional Outlets—According to PD and GMD, the only legitimate reason for online
egao to exist is to serve as emotional outlets for people who feel frustrated. If kept within
the permissible boundary, egao can function as a harmless social valve. Two reasons are
given by PD and GMD to justify this. On the one hand, they identify the unprecedented
social pressure and boredom faced by young people today as a motivation for egao.
“Young people today face a lot of pressure. In the past, if you graduate from a university, you
can enter the elite class. Now you might not even be able to find a job with a college degree…this
may be why young people need egao to ease their psychological pressure” (Lu, 2006).

Echoing Cohen’s (2002) finding that when explaining youth deviance, mainstream media
sometimes “blame society, in particular the schools, youth clubs and churches, for having
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failed to provide young people with interest, opportunities, creative outlets or a sense of
purpose” (p. 48), PD and GMD ascribe students’ involvement in egao behavior to
boredom.
“Why are students obsessed with “egao ID cards”? Because many of them don’t find school
work interesting. Life for kids today is boring. They have nothing to expect apart from class and
exam. That’s how egao gets into the picture…” (Li, 2009)

On the other hand, egao is considered helpful for vent off frustrations in a transitional
society where “fairness, justice and honesty are under construction”. They assume that
“as the society becomes more harmonious, the discordant cultural note will disappear in
due time” (Liu, 2006)

Moral Evaluation
Cultural Democratization—Cultural democratization is a recurrent frame in egao-related
articles in SW and SM—the “unofficial” voices in cyberspace have challenged the
domination of official discourses. A SM article explains how the Internet has given
ordinary people a stage to perform on:
“The stage used to be monopolized—first by ideology, then by professionalism and now by
capital…The Internet has given ordinary people a stage where they can perform. It has given rise
to rebellions against cultural hegemony, taking the forms of both black humor and
deconstructionism. The former is a kind of desperate struggle and the later is subversion of
authority and decentralized culture production (Zhang, 2009).

Another article uses the metaphor of “shanzhai” and “imperial court” to make a point. As
we have mentioned before, shanzhai is a synonym of egao. The name comes from ancient
Chinese sword novels. It literally meant “mountain fortress” where bandits who oppose
the corrupt reign of emperors organize into troops led by leaders and perform deeds they
see justified. One article alludes to the literal meaning of shanzhai and argues that
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shanzhai culture (culture of the people) is challenging the domination of the “imperial
court” (elite/official culture):
“People who have no positions in the ‘imperial court” (in the cultural sense of the phrase) or who
despise its seriousness have set up their own ‘mountain fortress” (shanzhai)…those egao videos
or short films on Youku and Tudou tell us that even in an industry like this which requires heavy
investment and large workforce, shaizhai is able to ‘put on their own shows”. It may not be long
before ‘best actors” and “best actress” in the imperial court would get kicked out from their ‘royal
chair’” (Zhang, 2009).

Harmful to Youth—Cohen (2002) pointed out how mainstream media legitimatize the
reinforcement of control power by “invoking the image of those who had to be protected”
(p. 68). Along the same line, PD and GMD repeatedly conjure up the image of “children
and teenagers” when they blame egao culture for its negative social influence. They argue
that because young people are yet to form mature and stable value system, they are easily
misguided by egao. They may not be able to tell parody from the original or right from
wrong, and therefore should not be exposed to egao culture.
Declining Moral Standards—Two points are presented by PD and GMD under this
frame. For one thing, egao culture is said to undermine the social morality of mutual trust
and honesty, which is the foundation of modern Chinese society. Egao is compared to
“fake and bogus products” and “killer of human conscience”, which will lead Chinese
society astray. For another, egao is accused of betraying traditional virtue and morality,
especially those egao that make “classic canons” their target.
Treatment Recommendation
Leave Egao Alone Vs. Encourage Real Innovation and Creativity—The two treatment
recommendations suggested by SW and SM are responses to their definitions of egao as
“grassroots culture” or “culture of compromise”. Articles that frame egao as “social and
political satire” or “alternative channels of expression for the people” tend to advocate
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non-intervention strategy, letting egao develop on its own and take its natural course.
According to them, like many new pop cultural phenomena that come before egao, it is
almost impossible to exterminate it by forces. Some egao practitioners are rebellious, but
others just want to be recuperated into mainstream culture. “You can not paint with one
color or compose music with a single note. Let’s be more tolerant of egao. The sky is not
gonna fall down.” (Zhang, 2008).
Articles that frame egao culture as “culture of compromise” suggest that instead of
promoting egao, we should encourage real innovation and creativity. Commenting on
egao practitioners, one article says that “they might try to rebel, but without independent
spirit; they might be talented, but don’t know how to create.” According to the article,
what China needs is not “hooligan spirit” but “cultural gentleman spirit” It urges that “If
the old culture already looks ridiculous to many people, it should be replaced by
independent and constructive culture not boredom and deconstruction.” (Qiu, 2009)
Tighten Regulation and Provide Ideological Guidance--The strategies recommended by
PD and GMD to deal with egao is either to “block it up” or to “dredge it”, or a
combination of both. To “block up” and to “dredge” are said to represent Chinese
Communist Party’s administrative philosophy. In our case, to “block up” means to get
tough on egao through regulating cultural market, scaling up Internet censorship or
issuing new regulations or laws. To “ dredge” implies actively constructing egao through
media propaganda, ideological guidance and indoctrination, and channeling online public
opinions etc.
Egao Trends
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Summary
As we can see from the above Google Trends diagram downloaded in March, 2009,
initially emerged in 2005, the word “egao” commanded most public attention online in
late 2006, and have since then enjoyed steady popularity on the Internet. It is almost
impossible to find out who first came up the Chinese phrase “egao”, however, the
connotations of the word has evolved over the years with the meanings of egao culture to
accommodate different or even conflicting definitions. As we have seen from our
analysis, the four newspapers adopt divergent vocabularies in their construction of egao
culture. This is a direct result of their different ownerships, target readerships and
relationships with the government, which is also a reflection of the ideological war
among competing forces in transitional Chinese society.
As mouthpieces of the party-state, PD and GMD frame egao culture as social
deviance in order to justify the so-called “society control culture”—“the laws,
procedures, programs and organizations which in the name of a collectivity help,
rehabilitate, punish or otherwise manipulate deviants...to perform a basic function in
justifying a particular view of the world” (Cohen, 2002, p. 58). The metaphors, images
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and cultural stereotypes that the papers have reproduced from the inventory of socialist
ideology may not register with younger generation, they are nonetheless, essential to the
domination and continuation of the official mainstream culture, which is not likely to
disappear as long as the institution power it serves still dominate.
The two market-oriented and pro-liberal newspapers SW and SM seem to take the
opposite side by pandering to its readers—younger and more liberal-minded people who
are (potential) egao practitioners and consumers. Explicating why consumer magazines
are involved in subcultures, Thornton pointed out that for one thing, “writers, editors and
photographers of the subcultural consumer press have at one time or another been
participants in subcultures and still espouse versions and variations of underground
ideology”; for another, “the editorial interest in subcultures relates to the magazines’ need
to target and maintain readerships. The fortunes of the youth press have tended to
fluctuate with the popularity of the scenes with which they’re affiliated, so the monitoring
of subcultures has become a financial necessity” (p.158). In a similar vein, because of its
niche position, media outlets like SW and SM attract many right-wing yuppie journalists
and commentators, some of whom also write for commercial websites and niche
magazines and are involved in egao culture to different extent. For instance, Xiaofeng
Wang, chief editor of Sanlian Live week, one of China’s best-selling niche magazines, is
a famous blogger and egao video producers himself. His blog is full of irreverent satires,
political puns and pop culture references that when TIME Magazine nominated him as
the 2006 “Personal of the Year”, it described him as “the most respected blogger in
China, precisely because he respects almost nothing.” (Grossman, 2006). Even news staff
of CCTV 1, the official national broadcasting station of China, are avid egao pracitioners.
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As we have introduced before, one of the earliest egao works, a parody Luna New Year
Gala, was produced by CCTV’s core staff intended for “internal-circulation”.
Whether it is for profits, nobler mission of democratization or utter cynicism in the
current political system, progressive media like SW and SM have formed alliances with
egao proponents or at least, have acknowledged the anti-authoritarian messages
communicated through egao culture. So far, we have been focusing solely on mainstream
media texts. In the next part, we will extend our analysis to online user-generated
discussions as they respond to media coverage of egao culture to further explore the
interactions among different forms and types of media in constructing egao identity. The
analysis will revolve around the egao incident of “Very Yellow and Very Violent, which
happened in early 2008.
Very Yellow (Vulgar), Very Violent
It all started with CCTV’s prime time news show. Though the half-hour nightly show
“has become an evening ritual” and “an institution” itself (WSJ blogs, China Journal,
2009), its drab propagandist content and format, showcasing the nation’s achievement
and propagating the Party’s new policies, have often been targets of online egao. On
December 27, 2007, a piece of news titled “Imperative Need For Online Video-Audio
Regulation” broadcasted an interview with a 13-year-old girl who said in front of the
camera: “I was searching for study materials the other day when a website popped up. It
was very yellow (vulgar) and very violent, I quickly closed it”. The fact that “very yellow
and very violent” was considered by many beyond what a 13-year-old could come up
with gave rise to numerous online venting posts as well as picture and video spoofs,
accusing CCTV of fabricating news and the girl of lying. The girl’s real name was also
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revealed in the News, which cranked up the so-called “human flesh search engine”,
digging up personal particulars of the girl, like her school record and birth record, and
published them online.
Original and Photoshoped Pictures of The Girl

Google Trends for Search of the Phrase “Very Yellow, Vey Violent” in Chinese
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The incident itself reveals much about the relationship between media and egao
culture. Egao production is essentially based on what Hall (1973) called “oppositional
readings” of the official mainstream media texts. As we have discussed before, the fact
that the government-controlled media institutions have been so unresponsive to people’s
needs and have continued operating in a hegemonic way is one of the major causes of
egao proliferation. Similarly, what triggered the online storm of passion is not just the
phrase uttered by the girl, but netizen’s pent-up discontentment with the undemocratic
media institutions and the authoritarian political system at large. Based in the cyberspace,
a sort of resistant identity, as I described in the last chapter, has been gradually formed
and strengthened through direct and indirect confrontations with the dominant culture. In
this sense, official media has been indispensible to egao identity, for it is the very reason
why egao culture, as it is today, exists at all. What is also worth noting is how
commercial websites have promoted and inflated egao culture.
Although Web 2.0 sites like Mop.com and Tudou.com serve mainly as platforms of
user-generated content, in order to attract traffic they routinely select videos or posts that
are potentially “hot” and make them more “eye-catchy”, for instance, by putting them
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into so-called “hot ranking” list, renaming the posts in sensational titles or letting their
staff editors participate in discussions so as to achieve the desired effect. Therefore, it is
misleading to use the term “commercial incorporation” to describe commercial websites’
involvement in egao culture because they are intrinsic to the initiation and development
of egao at every step.
The symbiotic relationships between egao culture and the media are further illustrated
by the interactions between media’s coverage of egao and the responses generated on the
Internet. In the case of “Very Yellow, Very Violent”, not only did different media adopt
conflicting frames in their report of the controversy, they also elicited different responses
online. In the following part, I will show how the condemning voices of the official
media, the sympathetic voices of the commercial media and blog writings, and heated
discussions on blogs all mingled in discordant sounds that have together defined egao
identity, “breathing longevity into what would have been the most ephemeral of fads”
(Cohen, 1996, p. 22).
News Titles for Reports of “Very Yellow, Very Strong” Incident
News Titles
People’s Daily

“Infringing on Minor’s Privacy—‘The Violence of Internet
Public Opinion’”

The Beijing News

“The ‘Culture Anomaly’ Behind ‘Very Yellow, Very Violent’”

Southern Metropolis

“ Sorry My Little Girl: You Are Hurt by All Kinds of Evils”

Wang Xiaofeng’s Blog

“Who Is Very Yellow and Very Violent?”

As we can almost tell from the news titles of the four newspapers and blogs that they
framed “Very Yellow, Very Violent” (VV) differently.
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People’s Daily defined the incident solely in terms of “Internet Mob Violence”,
underlining Internet’s (potential) threats to society. Three reasons, “cyber nihilism”,
“commercial websites’ lack of professional ethic” and “inadequate legal and moral
regulation online”, are quoted as causes of the online “mob violence”. (Yang, 2008)
Calling for a “purification of cyberspace”, the article concluded with suggestions to
strengthen control of the Internet through “moral, legal and technological regulations”.
Deliberately omitting the fact that it was CCTV who infringed on the little girl’s privacy
right in the first place by announcing her name on TV, the article put all the blame on the
Internet and the Netizens. By doing so, it further legitimized Internet censorship and
prepared the ground for the “Online Video-Audio Regulation” that would come out in the
same month the incident happened.
As is indicated by its title “ Sorry My Little Girl: You Are Hurt by All Kinds of
Evils”, although Southern Metropolis agreed with People’s Daily’s Interpretation of
“Internet Violence”, it offered a more in-depth and objective commentary. The article
explained why some netizens reacted in such irrational ways from their standpoint:
“The news report was considered by many as setting ground for the “Online Audio-Video
Regulation” that was going to be issued in two days by SARFT and MIIT17, and thus a prelude to
a new rounds of Internet censorship campaign. The innocent image of the little girl was used to
justify the rationality and necessity of Internet censorship. The hunch that the lavish banquet of
free online music and videos would soon become a thing of the past provoked a rush of anger in
the audiences…The scene also reminded viewers of the familiar “chain of lies” that have been a
unspeakable pain in every Chinese’ mind. Common sense informed us that a model student like
her 18 must be very obedient to her teachers, parents and school. Our experience with the
education institutions, CCTV and the ways the society works led us to imagine how the whole
system cooperated with CCTV to make the girl lie. Our personal experience rendered the
groundless imagination real and convincing.” (Fu, 2008).

SARFT stands for the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television; MIIT refers to
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China
18 According to the information found through “human flesh search”, the girl was a merit
student and award‐winning student leader.

17
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By exploring the causes of the incident from the perspective of netizens, not the
government, the commentary exposed not only the nature of official propaganda but also
the suppression of authoritarianism and the prevailing culture of cynicism and mistrust in
post-socialist society. The commentator also pointed out the fact that it was CCTV who
encroached on the girl’s privacy first, but the manhunt launched by netizens rendered
their accusation of CCTV and the political system totally illegitimate. What is worse,
they are made scapegoats for the ills of society. On the one hand, the commentary blamed
netizens for their misfired anger and lack of legal knowledge: “if what we really loath is
the suppressive system that have indoctrinated and goaded her into lying, we should
understand that she is a victim and puppet, not a mastermind and spokesperson for the
system.” On the other hand, it held the whole system accountable for the tragedy: “like
many children and teenagers in this country, the girl lives in a society full of evils. The
whole society should feel ashamed and apologize: ‘sorry, my little girl, but the world is
very yellow and very violent’”.
The Beijing News is a commercial newspaper in Beijing, which leans more towards the
conservative side than Southern Metropolis and Southern Weekend. The paper was bolder
when it first launched in 2003 as a joint-venture of the Southern Media Group and
Guangming Daily Press. However, it has gradually lost its edges under political pressure
from the Beijing government over the years and was fully taken over by the party-owned
Guangming Daily Press in 2006 after two of its chief editors were fired (Hai, 2009; Liu,
2006).
The commentary titled “The ‘Culture Anomaly” Behind ‘Very Yellow, Very
Violent’” is a criticism of egao culture on Mop.com, one of China’s primary egao BBS
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and where the video spoof and photoshoped pictures of the girl were first posted. The
commentator attributed the incident to the so-called “weird Internet subculture”.
According to him, it had evolved on Mop.com in the past five years in three phases:
Funny—Boring—Violent. He argued that for netizens who made and disseminated the
spoofs, the last thing that occurred to them were anti-CCTV or any significance attached,
they just enjoy playing with “texts” and “making fun of people”. He also blamed
commercial websites like Mop.com for promoting egao culture and instigating “online
violence” for profit maximization (Mai, 2008).
What’s more interesting is the responses the article evoked from netizens when the
author posted it on his personal blog. This is an example of how interactions between
media coverage of egao culture and netizens’ approving or disapproving comments
function together to define egao. It is precisely through those discussions and debates that
egao culture’s significances are questioned and affirmed, dismissed and entertained. For
instance, some comments posted on the blog expressed agreement with the articles’
arguments:
Flypig (09/01/2008)
Why do people keep bothering the little girl? Why don’t they confront directly with CCTV? I
don’t believe that those people who are pointing figures at the little girl now were as honest as the
child in the fairy tale “The Emperor’s New Clothes” when they were a kid.
May (09/01/2008)
You’re absolutely correct! Mop.com has become very vulgar and violent now. If you don’t agree
with me, just go and check it out yourself. Very few of the posts are readable.
Zek (02/12/2008)
This is a very good article. What “Mop Culture” reveals is how the Dot.com Industry (Also true
with the offline market) is willing to do anything for profits. But what’s more worrisome is the
fact that more and more people are not able to think on their own…
Talented Lee (01/15/2008)
The Internet is consisted of people. Many netizens throw accusations at moral defenders online. I
think they are very irresponsible… society needs regulations just as individuals need self-control.
So does the Internet! Don’t tell me that they are suppressed, I see you are just giving yourself up!
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Nevertheless, the majority of comments are disapproving voices that defend egao
culture. Many tried to legitimize VV by explaining netizens’ real motivation of antiCCTV and anti-government.
Six (01/08/2008)
You think that the little girl is our target? I agree that “human flesh search” is not good (but I
understand that it is human nature to search for information on the Internet). So far I’ve found
only two photoshoped pictures of her…So the ultimate victimizer is CCAV19. Who will be
supervising the government and the media? It cannot be more obvious how the government wants
to take control of everything with the issuance of the new audio-video regulation. How come the
SARFT becomes so powerful? Because it has to control every tool that can be used to brain-wash
people…the popularity of VV has everything to do with CCAV!
Under Name (01/08/2008)
Mop targets the phenomenon, not the person. The girl is just a symbol of the incident. Nowadays,
people who have power seldom use it properly. So people like us who don’t have power can only
express our dissatisfaction through spoofs. Many netizens are Mop.com are righteous people. But
we are just too weak…What is really at stake here is how official media like CCTV attempt to
brain wash people…”

Other responses commented on how the author of the article have “put the cart before
the horse” when he blamed netizens, not CCTV or the government, for what went wrong.
Keso (01/09/2008)
Attacking “Internet Mob” is nothing different from attacking a 13-year-old. “Internet Mob” is not
a real entity, so the attack is safer than that of the girl. But the culprit of VV is not “Internet Mob”
but CCTV. Don’t try to change the topic!
Jash (01/09/2008)
Yes, I don’t deny that the girl is hurt, but this is not the intention of people who made the spoofs.
Why don’t you criticize CCTV and other powerful institutions? Isn’t it because you are also too
weak to take any action against them? Neither could the moppers. They just wanted to seek
emotional relief through egao.
21 (01/30/2008)
I think you’ve put the incidentals before the fundamentals. This is essentially another crisis of
Chinese media. Netizens are increasingly hostile to false or fabricated news. Compared to
netizens’ venting, journalists teaching a minor to lie seems to be more serious to me. On the one
hand, we have a government-owned TV station using a minor as a tool for propaganda. On the
other hand, we have a bunch of netizens use her to vent off anger. They are both wrong, but the
former is the ultimate cause.

19

CCAV (China Central Adult Video) is a funny nickname for CCTV (China Central Television).
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Wang Xiaofeng’s blog No Imagination

As we have introduced before, Wang Xiaofeng’s personal blog No Imagination is
one of the most popular blogs in China, which attracts hundreds of comments every day.
People read his blog for its irreverent and cleverly-written political and social parodies.
His commentary on VV was as bold and satirical as always, blaming CCTV, netizens and
Chinese society in general for victimizing the little girl. He imagined what had happened
on the day the girl was interviewed based on his experience as a journalist and concluded:
“the Five word (Very Yellow and Very Violent) revealed how hypocritical CCTV’s news
value is, as well as Chinese society’s lack of protection for minors.”
Just as the comments we have analyzed on Mai’s blog, the responses posted to this
blog entry can also be divided into those that defend netizens’ egao behavior and those
that are against, with the former being the majority. Following is some of the most
representative comments:
Against Egao:
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Foxkid (01/08/2008)
I totally agree with you brother Sanbiao20. The attacks of the girl have become so ferocious that I
feel offended by some of the comments posted by netizens…Why do people keep bothering a
little girl? What if she is their kid? Stop telling me all the “isms”, I think that most people
wouldn’t refuse to do the same if they were told to by adults when they were kids. CCTV is
indeed detestable, but by hurting a little kid, they (netizens) are no different!
Railroad worker (01/09/2008)
The girl is just a scapegoat. Netizens always yield to the strong but bully the weak. If the words
were uttered by a top official, nobody will dare make spoofs of him. In fact, though our officials
taking nonsense everyday, I’ve never seen any attack as fierce as this. How pathetic Chinese
netizens are: they can only show their dissatisfaction by making egao.

Defending Egao:
11111 (01/08/2008)
The key is why people practise egao? After watching the news, many people have perceived the
government’s intention of further strengthening Internet regulation. When their freedom on the
Internet is threatened, egao seems to become more legitimate.
VonWill (01/13/2008)
Chinese people of my generation have never felt being protected, so it is understandable that we
are not aware of protecting the young.
Eric (01/02/2008)
It appears that netizens have made the girl their target, in fact, they just want to seek an outlet to
vent off their pent-up emotions. This is not the first time something like this has happened. In
April 5, 1976, citizens of Beijing turned the mourning of Zhou Enlai21 into a demonstration; in
the early summer of 1989, the funeral of Hu Yaobang22 led to “Tiananmen” …How do we
explain this? In an authoritarian society where there’s neither freedom of media nor speech,
suppressed citizens can only seek random opportunity to vent off. Because what the girl stands
for is CCTV, she became easy target this time.

As we have seen from the analysis, media, be it commercial websites and newspapers,
official media or personal blogs, have been involved in “Very Yellow, Very Violent”
“Sanbiao” is Wang Xiaofeng’s nickname, whose literal meaning in Chinese is “Three
watches”, satirizing the Party’s policy of “The Three Representatives”.
21
Zhou Enlai (5 March 1898 – 8 January 1976) was the first Premier of the People's Republic of
China, serving from October 1949 until his death in January 1976. Zhou was instrumental in the
Communist Party's rise to power, and subsequently in the construction of the People's Republic of
China economy and restructuring of Chinese society.
22
Hu Yaobang (20 November 1915–15 April 1989) was a leader of the People's Republic of
China.He was famous for supporting reforms toward capitalism and political reform in China. In
1987, socialist hardliners forced him to resign for his "laxness" on "bourgeois liberalization" and
he was humiliated with "self-criticism".A day after his death, a small scale demonstration
commemorated him and demanded the government to reassess his legacy. A week later, the day
before Hu's funeral, some 100,000 students marched on Tiananmen square, leading to the
Tiananmen Square protests of 1989.
20
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from the very beginning. If not for commercial user-generated sites like Mop.com and
Tudou.com that provided platforms for the distribution of video and picture spoofs, egao
practitioners might not even think of creating, let alone being able to distribute their
works. When the cultural texts were put out there on the Internet by users, without the
deliberate editing or “hype” created by those websites, the incident might not come to
generate such a big following nationwide or to develop into an anti-CCTV and antiauthoritarian campaign.
While the disapproving and condemning report of official newspapers and
conservative papers attempted to “recuperate” egao back into the mainstream ideological
framework by demonizing both egao and the Internet, they had unintentionally provoked
resistance from the netizens who posted counter comments on blogs or BBS sites. The
sympathetic voices of pro-liberal commercial papers and bloggers lent much support to
egao practitioners though they are critical of the negative consequences of extreme egao
behavior. Those contending discourses when converged on the Internet generated
discussions and debates, through which the motivations, meanings and ramifications of
egao were questioned, explicated and endorsed by most netizens. Even most of the
comments that blamed netizens for victimizing the little girl showed support for their
anti-CCTV and anti-authoritarian positions.
Conclusion
In this chapter we examined how egao culture is constructed by different layers of
offline and online Chinese media. In the first part, we compared the framing of egao by
pro-liberal commercial newspapers and official newspapers. The former defined egao
mainly as “culture of the grass roots” and underlined its positive function as
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sociopolitical satire and alternative media, whereas the latter cast egao in a negative light
and dramatized its potential threat to the current cultural, social and political order. The
differences are as much results of the newspapers’ differing ownership status and target
readership as their distinct profit model and journalistic tradition. What is more important,
the comparison reveals that even within the mainstream media discourses, the
representation and construction of egao culture are contested, reflecting the changing
power dynamics in a transitional post-socialist society.
In the second part, we looked at how online and offline discourses converge around
the egao case of “Very Yellow, Very Violent”. Consistent with Thornton and other “postsubculturalist”, we found that media don’t just cooperate egao culture, they construct and
shape it. Commercial websites were as much important as egao practitioners in the
generation and popularization of egao works and egao incident. Pro-liberal media and
bloggers not only traced and summarized what seemed to be shapeless online egao
development, they also defined egao culture in the way it was understood and intended
by the majority of netizens and egao practitioners. They have in effect formed an alliance
with egao culture. Official media or conservative media, though appeared to be
subjugating and condemning egao culture and the Internet at large to legitimize social
control, had provoked online debates on egao in personal blogs of BBS sites, which
accelerated the negotiation and construction of a collective resistance identity online.
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